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                 UNITED STATES,
                         Plaintiff,
         6
                   v.                      )      No. cR-S60616-DL7
         7                                 )
                 STEPHEN 71510 WI,         )      MMORaNDUX OPIUZON
         8               Defendant.
         9
         10
                    On     camber 27, 1969, this Court heard the
government's
                 motion  to  exclude certain  expert testimony
proffered b~
         12      defendant.  Assistant United States Attorney Robert
Dondero
         IS      appeared for the government. Hark Nuri3~ appeared for
defendant.
         14      Since the hearing the partiem have filed supplemental
briefing,
                 which the Court has received and reviewed. For all the
following
         16
                 reasons,  the Court GRANTS  IN PART and DENIES  IN PART
the
         17
                 government' a motion.
         18
         19
                                     I * BACKGROUND FACTS
         20
                      The United States indicted Steven ?iuhman on
eleven counts
         21
                  of mail fraud, in violation of IS U.S.C. 1 1341, 011
September
         22
                  23, 1968.  The indictment charges that Xr. Fishman
defrauded
         23
                  various federal district courts, including those in
the Northern
         24
                  District of California, by fraudulently obtaining
settlement
         25
                  monies and securities in connection with .hareholder
class action
             28
                  lawsuits.  This fraud allegedly occurred over a



lengthy period
             27
                  of time -~ from September 1963 to Nay 1958.
             28
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                  Two months after his indictment, defendant notified
this
            2  Court of his intent to rely on an insanity defense,
pursuant to
               Rule 12.2 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.
Within the
               context of his insanity defense, defendant seeks to
present
            5  evidence that influence techniques, or brainwashing,
practiced

            8  upon him by the Church of Scientology ("the Church") warn
a cause
               of his state of mind at the tim. of the charged offenses.

            8  Defendant contends that he has been a member of the
Church since
               1979. In furtherance of the brainwashing aspect of his
defense,

            10 ~   Fishman seeks to call tvo expert witnesses, Dr.
Xazgaret
            ~  Singer and Dr. R,ichard Ofahe. Presently before the Court
is the

            12 government's motion to exclude the testimony of these
witnesses.
            Is
            14 A.  The Proffered Teet~iuenv
            15     Dr. Kargaret Singer is a well known and highly
regarded
            18  forensic psychologist. She evaluated Stephen Fishman's
uental
            17  state shortly after his indictment.   Having formed
certain
            ~s psychological opinions and preliminary conclusions from
this
            19  evaluation, Dr. Singer is expected to testify that
defenda~it a
            ~   delusiofl&l view of the world at the time he omitted the
alleged

            21  fraud supports her opinion that he was legally insane.
                   Based on het training in psych@logy, Dr. Singer is
expected
                to testify that defendant is S.ncredibly suggestible,
compulsive



             24 and obsessive. She further believes that this
suggestiblaness
             ~  is long-standing, as  is his peculiar behavior and
bizarre
             ~  reasoning.   Dr. Singer thus characterizes the defendant
as a

             27                              2
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         ~   ~ and eooentrio person ~a.t~zm is came into contact w±t~i
tie
         2  Church of Scientology.        Dr. Singer ±5 alma expected to
testify
         3  thCt UPOfl        joining the church of Scientology,
defendant was
         4  subjected to intense suggestion procedures a. veil as other
            social and behavioral influence processes.   In the opinion
of Dr.

         6  Singer, the conjoining of the Church's influence techniqiace
end
         7  Kr.  Fishman's previous psychological condition permitted
his

            mental Etate to evolve to a point of extremely clouded
reasoning
         g  and judgment.        Defendant created an alternative
reality, and then

            lived in this mental state for at least five years.
Dr. Singer
         11 concludes that while the defendant is bright,
obsessive, and

         12 capable in many ways, his entire view of reality during this
         ~  period was delusional.
         14      Or. Richard Ofehe is a social. psychologist who holds a
Ph.D.
         16 degree in sociology.         Defendant concedes that Dr.
Ofihe is not
         16 a mental health professional, and therefore cannot testify
as to
         17 the defendant' s mental state at the time of the charged
offenses.
         is Rather, defendant presents Dr. Ofshe as a person whose
expertise
         19 enables him to describe the coordinated program of coercive
         ~   influence and behavioral control that defendant was



subjected to

         21 by members of the Church of Scieuitology.   Dr. Of she would
testify
         ~   to his opinion that, by controlling certain social
influence
         23  variables, Scientology can induce a person to believe that
he or
         ~4  she has acquired and can currently utilize superhuman
powers.
         ~   Dr. Ofahe's proffered opinion is that the Church's
influence
         26
         27
                                                 3
         28
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         ~     process regularly leads people to believe that they have
t~1e
         2     power to control mental matter, energy, space and time.
         3        With reference to defendant's case In particular, Dr.
Ofehe
               is of the belief   that defendant was made the target of
a.
         5     prolonged, organized program of influence, which was
designed to

         8     lead Mr. Fisl¶aman to believe that participation in
Scientology's
               fraud scheme was not a reprehensible act.  Dr. Ofahe
would

               further opine that for nearly ten years following the
defendant's
         ~     recruitment, the Church manipulated him and carefully
monitored
         10    his every step in furtherance of the organization'. fraud
scheme.

               Dr. Of she ultimately offers his conclusion that Mr.
Fishman's

         12    role in the alleged class action fraud scheme was little
more
         13    than that of a clerk or a fall guy.
         14
         is    ~*  The government' a Motion to P~talude Teatimony
         16          The  government challenges the admissibility    of
~xpert
         17    testimony by Dr. Singer and Dr. Ofshe on three separate
grounds.
         18    First the government argues that the theories regarding



thouqht
         19     reform espoused by Dr. Singer and Dr. Ofahe are not
generally
         ~      accepted within the applicable scientific community.
Second, the

         21     government argues that the Court should exclude Dr.
a and
         ~      Dr. Ofehe's testimony on grounds of relevance, based on
the

         23     parameters established for such evidence by the Znsanity
Defense
         24     Reform Act of 1984. The government also contends that
evidence
         ~      regarding thought reform and Scientoloqy is irrelevant
to this
         ~      case because the factual record establishes that
defendant did

            27
                                             4
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         1   not join the Church until 1986, at Which time he had
already

         2   committed moat at the oharwed offenses.          Third, the
government
         ~   urges the Court to exclude Dr. Ofahe's testimony because he
is
             not qualified to testify as an expert in this earn..

         5
         6                            II. APLICABIZ LEGAL ITMIDARD
         7      The admissibility of testimony by an expert is governed
by

         a   Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.
Pursuant to this
         ~   rule, the proffered expert must have specialized knowledge
that

         10  assists "the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to
         11  determine a tact in ±ssue.u          Fed. R. ZvlA. 702.
Interpreting

         12  Rule 702, this Court applies the principles set forth in ~

         13  UnIted Rtatmm, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923), and United
States



         14  ~~axM, 481 7.24 1148 (9th Ci?. 1973), for deteruininq the

         15  admissibility            of  expert  testimony   from
marital health
         16  professionals.           ~au~~ requires that expert
testimony (1) come
         17  from a qualified expert; (2) be of proper subject: (3)
conform
         18  to         a generally     accepted explanatory  theory:
and (4) have
         19  probative value that exceeds its prejudicial of feat.
IA. at
         ~   13.53.       £MaI.M Thdted States v. Clwimtoplie, 133 7.24
1296, 1299

         21  (9th Cir.         1937).     The proponent of expert
testimony has the
         ~   burden of laying a proper foundation shoving the underlying
         ~   scientific basis and reliability @f the testimony.
UD±~aL.fl~aZ.aa

         24  ~ 790 7.24 1378, 1332 (9th Cir. 1916).
         25
         26
          27
                                                    5
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         1              III.   ACCEPTANCE WITHIN Till SCIENTIFIC
COIa~UNIT!
         2       In this case Dr. Margaret Singer and Dr. Richard Of she
meek
              to testify regarding thought reform theories, particularly
with
         ~    respect to religious cult..
         5       Thought reform theory is not newi it derive. from
studies of

         6    American prisoners of var during the Korean conflict in
the
              l95OS~      Seeking to explain why some POWs appeared to
adopt the

              belief system of their captors, journalist and CIA
operative
              Edward Hunter formulated a theory that the free will and
judgment
         10   of these prisoners had been overborne by sophisticated
techniques
              of mind control or Ubrainvashing.W      g~j I. Hunter,



kainwuhIn~

         12   ±2L134      11AM (1951).     The term brainwashing
continues to be used
         13   to describe a mind control process involving
                              the creation of a controlled   environment
that
         14      hei htens the susceptibility of a subject to suggestion
and
         is      man!pulationthroughsensorydeprivat±on,physiolog±:al
                 depletion,
         16      assertion of authority and dominion.        The
aftermath of
                 tthisl indoctrination is a severe impairment of
autonomy
         17      and (of~ the ability to think independently, which
induces
                 a subject's unyielding compliance and the rupture of
past
         18      connections, affiliations, and associations.
         19    l(olko     v.  Wolv   RpiritAssn.   for  the Unification
of We~ld

               ~z&a~±az~J~, 46 Cal. 3d 1092, 1109 (1985) (quoting
Zs~a~anza.L.
         21    iar2±an, 299 N.W.2d 123, 126 (Minn. 1951)).

                        Shortly after      dward Hunter obsetved what
he  called
               "brainvashing" of American POWs, Dr. Robert Lifton and
Dr. Edgar
          24   Schein produced          the foundational scientific
scholarship on

               thought reform theory.       Relying as Hunter did on the
experiences
               of American POW'. in China, Dr. Litton and Dr. Schein
concluded
          27
                                                   6
          28
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             that      brainwashing,  or   "coercive persuasion," exists
and is
          2  remarkably effective.         aim a. Litton, Thouaht ~*~Or3
and the
          3  P.vcholeay of Totalism (1961) u I. Schein, Coeroive
Persuasion
          ~  (1961).       In what has since led to substantial
controversy,
             however, Dr. Litton and Dr. Schein did not confine their



model

          6  of coercive persuasion to the prisoner-of-var setting.
Instead,
             their seminal work found coercive persuasion 'applicable to
all

          8  instances of persuasion or influence in which the person is
          g  constrained by physical,        social or psychological
forces from

          10 leaving the influencing situation."      Coercive
Persuasion, 53~5,
             at 269.

          12     In the present action, the government contends that
both
             Litton and Schein consider the role of extreme force or
physical
          14 coercion as intrinsic to the thought reform process.
While the
             Court disagrees with this reading of Litton and Schein, it
is
          16 true that their scholarship          recognizes that a
continuum of
          17  coerciveness in influence processes exists within thought
reform
          ~   theory.      One pole of the continuum is defined in terms
of extreme
          19  physical coercion, the other in terms of totally
individualistic,
              autonomous decision making.       Points along the
continuum include
          21  not only so-called religious cults which are at issue
here, but
          ~   also influence processes such as college fraternities, the
armed
          ~   forces, self-help organizations such as Alcoholics
Anonymous, and
           24 presumably, criminal gangs.
                       The application of the concept of coercive
persuasion to

           26 r~eliqious cults by persons such as Dr. Singer and Dr.
Ofshe is
           27
                                                   7
           28
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     a relatively recent development.  This extension of Litton and
 2   Schein's theories has met    resistance from  members of   the
     scientific community who blieve that legitimate thouqht rotors
 ~   theory is necessarily limited to persuasion    accompanied by

 B   physical restraint or mistreatment. Although the record before



     the Court Is replete with declarations, affidavits and letters
     from reputable psychologists and sociologists who concur with the

 8   thought reform theories propounded by Dr. Singer and Dr. Ofehe.
     the government has submitted an equal number of declarations,

 10  affidavits  and letters    from   reputable  psychologists and
 11  sociologists who disagree with their theories.  Defendant also

 12  relies on Dr. Singer's authorship or the ~~~ja~'s entry on
 13  group psychodynamics, which include. a discussion of cults, to
 14  support the proposition that Dr. Singer's theories are generally
 m    accepted within her field. ~ The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and
 16    ~ (i5th ed. 1987).       While Dr. Binger's contribution to a
 17   well known medical reference work helps establish her credentials
      as a respected psychologist (a professional status with which the
 19   Court does not quarrel), the mere existence of a favorable MA~
 20   ~ entry is not dispositive as to whether her theories on
 21   coeroive persuasion are generally accepted among her peers.
          A more significant barometer of prevailing views vithin the

 23   scientific CotI2flUnity is provided by professional organizations
  24  such as the American    Psychological. Association (UAPPtW) and
  ~   American Sociological Association C TMASA). The evidence before
  28  the Court, which is detailed below, shows that neither the ~PA
  27
                                     8
  28
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            nor the ASA has endorsed the vieva of Dr. Singer and Dr.
Ofahe

        2   on thought reform.
        3      Th* APA cons idered the scientif ic merit of the
Singer.Ofsha
        4   position on coercive persuasion in the mid-1980..
Specifically,
            the APA couissioned a task force to study and prepare a
report

        6   on deceptive and indirect method. of persuasion and control.
The
            AM named Dr.          Singer to chair the tasii force.
Before Dr.

        8   Singer's tasli force had completed its report, however, the
APA
        ~   publicly endorsed a position on coerciv, persuasion contrary
to

        10  Dr. Singer's.            In early 1987,  the APA joined vith



certain
        11  behavioral and social scientists in submitting an auig~aa
brief

        12  for a cas. where two individual, alleged they had been
coerced
        13  into joining and maintaininq membership in a religious cult.
The
        14  case, t4olko v. HOW Spirit LEan. for the Unification of
World

        ~   ~ 46 Cal. ~d 1092 (1958), was at that time pending
        18  before the California Supreme Court.         The APA brief
arq¶aed that
        17  the trial court in the ~1ka case had properly excluded the
        18   proffered expert testimony of Dr. Singer because her
coercive
        19   persuasion theory did not represent a meaningful scientific
        20   concept.
        21      Shortly         after   the   u±~~aa brief was submitted
to  the
        ~    California        Supreme   Court,  the API withdrew its
name  as a

        23   signatory.          While   defendant here  contends that
the APA's
        24   withdrawal from its participation in the ~J~Q case
signified a
         ~   repudiation of the brief's criticism of Dr. Singer's
theories,

         26  iu~ truth         the   withdrawal  occurred for procedural
and not
         27
                                                   9
         28
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            substantive       reasons *      The record before    the
Court  firmly
        2   establishes that the AP.A decided to wait f or the report
from Dr.
        ~   Singer's task force before endorsing any position on
coercive

        4   persuasion.       Indeed, the APA's motion to withdraw as a
signatory
        5   expressly stated that by its action, the APA did not mean to

        6   sujgest endorsement of any views opposed to those met forth
in
            the anIgu brief, nor that it would not ultimately be able to



        8   subscribe to the views expressed in the brie?.
5ignificantly,
            the APA ultimately rejected the Singer task force report on
        10  coercive persuasion when it was submitted for consideration
in
            October 1988.        The APA found that Dr. Singer's report
1

        12  scientific merit and that the studies supporting it.
findings
        is  lacked methodological rigor.
        14     The American Sociological Association has
also recently
            considered        the merits      of the   Singer-Of she
thesis  applying
        16  coercive persuasion to religious cults.              In May
1989 the ABA
        17   joined the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion and
a
        ~g   large group of individuals in submitting another aa~,g3~
brief in
        19   the ~ litigation, this time while the case v.a pending
before
        ~    the United States Supreme Court.          As the API had
done, the ABA

        21   brief took a position in sharp contradiction to the Uinger-
Ofshe
        ~    thesis.        This decision caused a large and vocal
sequent of the
        ~    ABA membership, including Dr. Richard Of.he. to demand that
the
        24   ABA withdraw as a signatory on the brief.
In addition to
         25  disagreeing with the position adopted by the aNimAl brief,
Dr.
         26  Of she' a group also objected to the tact that the ABA
never
         27
                                                    10
         28
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        a   formally authorized          that its name be   placed on
the brief.
        2   Althouqh some members uried the ABA to maintain its name on
the
        ~   am±~~aa      brief1  the    ABA ultimately  voted to
withdrav as a
        4   signatory.       There is nothing in the record to show that
the AlA's



            action was based upon a reversal of the position expressed
in

        6   its brief.        Instead, it appears that the ABA has not
formally
        ~   ~li~nad itself with either camp since severing its
participation

            in the k1~lka came in August 1369.
        g       As chronioled above, the record in this case establishes
that

        10  the scientific community has resisted the Singer'-Otshe
thesis
        11  applying coercive persuasion to religious cults,      The
thesis that

        12  these        cults  overcome    the free  will  of their
members is
        13  controversial.        Nut in determining the admissibility
of expert
        14  testimony,        the Court recognizes that     the general
acceptance
        16  standard enunciated in Z~s allows for some controversy.
Zx~a
        16  holds that "while courts will go a long way in admitting
expert
        17  testimony deduced from a well recognized scientific
principle or
        18  discovery, the thing from which the deduction is made must
be
        19   sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance
in the
        ~    particular field in which it belongs.U         Fwa v.
United Btates,

        21   293 F. at 1014.
                       The issue of whether or not the proffered
testimony in this
        ~    case satisfies the ~ test is not one @f first impression
among

        24   the federal        courts.     Zn KYoDinaki  v. World P1mw
Uxeautiow~
        ~    ~ 853 7.24 943 (DC cir. 1935), the Court of Appeals
         ~   unanimously reversed the trial court for permitting Dr.
Singer

         27
                                                   2.1
         28
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              to testify on coercive persuasion.    In that case
plaintiff
         2    brought a civil action against defendant for allegedly
using
         3    transcendental meditation to brainwash him. The appellate
court
         4    concluded that the plaintiff had failed to provide s~
evidence
              that Dr. Singer's particular theory, namely that
techniques of

         6    thought reform may be effective in the absence of physical
              threats  or   coercion,  has a  significant  following in
the

         B    scientifia community, let alone general acceptance." zag.
at 957.
              Unlike the present case    however, the E~g~nskj court
declined

         10   to admit Dr. singer's testimony on the basis of an
incomplete
              record.    Here defendant has had ample opportunity to
submit

         12   evidence in support of his contention that Dr. Singer's
and Dr.
              Of.      v ew. are accepted V                 tif
unity.
         14   owever, the evidentiary record of controversy and
significant

         1    rejection of these views provided by the government in
this cas

         17      There is little dispute in this case that the relevant
field
              for purposes of the I~j analysis encompasses the American
         19   Psychological   Association   and  the  Ainerican
Sociological
         20   Association.    Based on the expansive record in this
case, the
         21   Court finds that there is no consensus cc general
acceptance
         ~    within these associations regarding the thought reform
theories
              of Dr. Singer and Dr. Ofahe.    The proffered testimony in
this

         24   case has been challenged by the scientific community on
grounds
              of both scientific merit and methodological rigor.    Dr.
Singer

           28 and Dr. Of she contend thal~ an individual's free will can
be
           27
                                              12
           28
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     overborne by persuasion techniques in the absence of physical
2    force.   They  further   contend that they can  pinpoint   with
     scientific accuracy the deqree of non-physical coercion necessary
     to overcome the free Will of an individual having a particular
5    personality composite.

6        To the  extent understood by   the Court,  the controversy
7    surrounding the proffered testimony stems from the fact that

8    psychologist, and sociologists are limited to investigating the
     range of observable responses to environmental stimuli. Coercion

10   is a feature of the external environments its effect or degree
     must be inferred from the constricted range of behavior most

12   people exhibit in that environment.    Similarly, free will is
13   ineffable   and not    susceptible to  direct   observation   or
14   measurement.   To borrow an example from one of the am±~j. briefs
     discussed above, when a seemingly fit but harmless beggar asks
16    for money., some people are inclined to give money and others are
17    not.  But when a mugger holds a knife at a victim's throat and
      asks for money, most people give it.  Mugging accompanied with
19    the threat of physical force is quite coercive, while begging
20    ordinarily is not * The Court finds general acceptance within the
21    scientific  community   (and elsewhere) that  armed mugging   is
~     sufficiently coercive to overcome an average person's free will.
      But the proffered testimony in this case relates to coercive

  24  persuasion without the use or threat of physical force.      The
  25  subject of the testimony is thus similar to a harmless beggar's
  26  attempt to coerce money from a stranger.  There is no consensus
  27
  28
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               within the scientific community reqarding whether the
deprivation
            2  of t?~e will occurs in these cireiazst&nces,     nor is
there a
            3  consensus on how to measure this deprivation.
                  The disagreement within the field of thought reform
regarding
            5  ti~e Sinqer-Ofshe thesis is highlighted by Dr. Robert
Litton's own

            6  reservations regarding the application of coercive
persuasion



            ~  theory to religious cults.    Dr. Litton recently
observed that
            B     cults are not primarily a psychiatric problem, but a
social
                  and historical issue. , . .1 do not think that pattern
is
                  best addressed legally. . . . Wot all moral questions
are
                  soluble legally or psychiatrically, nor should they
be.
            10    I think psychiatrists and theologians have in common
the
                  need for a certain restraint here, to avoid playing
God and
                  to reject the notion that we have anything like a
complete
                  solution     that  comes from  our points  of  view or
our
            12    particular disciplines.
            13 R. Litton,     The Future of Immortality and Otha? !ssKvu
for a
            14   ~ 218-219 (1967).               The Court agrees with
D~. Litton

            15 that restraint is called for in this case.    Although
Dr. Singer
            16   and Dr.     Ofshe are respected members of their
fields,  their
            17   theories regarding the coercive persuasion practiced by
religious
            is   cults are not sufficiently established to be admitted
as evidence
                 in federal courts of law.
            20        K;cordingly, the Court finds that defendant has
not met its
            21   burden under ~a of shoving that Dr. Singer's and Dr.
Ofahe's
                 theorie, of thought reform are generally accepted
within their
            ~    fields.     Not only has Dr. Litton expressed
reservations regarding

            24   these theories,    but more importantly the Singer-
Ofehe thesis
                 lacks the imprimatur of tiie APA and ASK.   Thought
reform is a

             28  oomplex      and controversial  subject  within  the
scientific
             27
                                                  14
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 t   couzianity. and defendant bears the burden of establishing the
 2   scientific basis, reliability,  and general acceptance at his



 ~   prof fered expert testimony.  At best, the evidenc, establishes
     that psychiatrists, psychologists, and sociologists disagree as
     to whether or not there i3 agreement regarding the Singer-Ofahe

 B   thesis   The Court therefore excludes   defendants proffered
 '7  testimony.

 8
       IV.  DEFENDANT' S INSANITY AND DIMINISHED CAPACITY DEFENSES

 10      Having determined that Dr. Singer's and Dr. Of she's thought
     reform theories tail to satisfy the £~a test for reliable expert

 12  testimony, the  Court next    considers the  relevance of   this
 13  testimony in the context of defendant's insanity and diminished
 14  capacity defenses.
 15
 16  A.  The Insanity Defense

 17      The Insanity Defense Reform Act of 1984, as codified within
 ~g   Title 18 U.S.C. section 17, governs an insanity defense to a
 19   federal crime. tjnder that Act, the defendant has the burden of
 20   establishing his  insanity   defense bY clear   and   convincing
 21   evidence, and must meet the statute's two-prong test.  First, he
 ~    must establish that he suffered from a severe mental disease or

 23   detect when he committed the charged offense. Second, his mental
 24   disease or defect must have prevented him from appreciating the
 25   nature and quality or wrongfulness of his conduct.    Failure to
  26  establish either prong by clear and convincing evidence resuLts
  27
                                     15
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     in the legal insufficiency of the defense of insanity. is u.s.c.
2    1 17(a)v United States V. Knott, 694 ?.24 1119, 1121 (9th Cir.
3    1990).
4       By   this legi.lation, Congress  essentially adopted     the
5    venerable E.!jLsgh~*n rule, grounded in cognitive defect concepts,

6    to establish the legal insanity defense for federal criminal 1ev.
7    At the same time, bY purposeful exclusion, Congress rejected the

~    various formulation. of defects of volition which had been stated
g    in other definitions of legal insanity.

10      Thus the changes implemented by the Znsanity Defense Reform
     Act  limit the defense to cognitive defect. and effectively

12   eliminate the use of asserted volitional defects to eutablish the
13   defense.  Zn this case defendant concedes that the facts do not

14   support an irresistible impulse theory, but contends that his
~    legal   insanity defense is not based  on volitional     defeat.
18   Defendant  seeks to present psychiatric  testimony which,     he



17   argues, establishes that he has a long-standing mental disease
18   or defect which, conjoined with the coercive persuasion practiced
19   upon him b~ the Church of Scientology, rendered the defendant
20   unable to appreciate the nature end quality or wrongfulness of
21    his acts.
22        The govez,ment challenges defendant's proposed psychiatric
23    testimony on grounds that the defendant participated in the
24    Church of Scientology.volurttaily and that the nsanity Defense
25    Reform Act only contemplates mental diseases or defects that arm
26    beyond the defendant's control. In light of the Court's ruling
  27
                                   16
  28
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       on the admissibility of thouqht reform testimony under ~ the
  2    Court does not address theme arguments.    Additionally,  the
  3    gover2~mant argues that defendant's pre,.xisting mental condition
  4    by itself is not enough to establish an insanity defense, and
  6    theref or. Dr. Singer's and Dr. Of she's testimony should be

  6    exoluded altogether.    Considering  only  that    portion of
  7    defendant's proffered testimony regarding his legal insanity

  a    defense which is not based on thought reform theory, the Court
  ~    rejects the government's contention. The Court vill allow Dr.

  ~    Singer to testify regarding her examination of the defendant and,
       to the extent relevant to the legal insanity defense, her opinion

  12   as to defendant's state of mind at the time of the charged
  13   offenses.  To the extent that it is a part of her diagnostic
  14   examination, Or. Singer also may testify regarding defendant's
  16   description of his experiences with Scientology. However, since
  16   the Court has already ruled that Dr. Singer's thought reform
  17   theories are not generally accepted within her field, she may not
  ~    rely on any asserted relationship between defendant's experiences
  19   with Scientology and her thought reform theories as the basis for
  20   her opinion of defendant's mental state.
  21
       3.  The Diminished Canacity D~mnue

  23       The defense of  dii~inished capacity' is simply a label that
  ~4   identifies evidence introduced by a defendant to support a claim
    ~  that he did not commit the crime charged because he did not
    ~  possess the requisite u~ ~       A diminished capacity defense
    27
                                      17
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     varies from a   legal insanity dot ense in several    important
 2   respects. Whereas following a successful legal insanity defense
     the COurt retains   control of the defendant and may     order
 4   inVoluntary commitment, a successful diminished capacity defense
     results in a complete acquittal. XorecVer, whereas it is well

 6   settled that the Insanity Defense Reform Act of 1984 limited the
 ~   legal Insanity defense to cognitive defect testimony, it is not

 8   entirely clear that the Act limited any surviving diminished
 9   capacity defense in the same fashion.   The Insanity Defense

 10  Reform Act expressly states that any mental disease or defect
     that does not render the defendant unable to appreciate the
 12  nature and quality of his wrongfulness is not a defense.     16
     u.s * c. 1 17(a). Nevertheless, despite the apparent anomaly of
 14  limiting  state   of mind  testimony in  circumstances    where
 16  subsequent legal control is contemplated, and permitting such
 16  testimony where no subsequent legal control is contemplated,
 17  recent cases suggest that where a defendant proffers a diminished
 18  capacity  defense   to a  specific intent crime,     psychiatric
 19  testimony that qoes beyond the defendant's cognitive defects is
 20  admissible to negate the element of specific intent.  las I~ni.~sA
 21  States v. Twin., 851 7.24 676 (9th Ci:. 1981)3 United States v
 ~   j~ZJ1fl~U 627 7.24 319 (3d Ci:. 19S7)i Th~tted Statas v. Frisbee,
 23  423 7. Supp. 1217 (1.0. Cal. 1985).
 24       In the present case defendant is charged with eleven counts
  ~  of mail fraud, which requires a specific intent to deceive.
  26 Defendant thus contends that he is entitled to present evidence
  27
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              of his mental defect on the issue of vhether or not he
possessed
         2    the mental capacity to form a specific intnt to commit
fraud.
              Because such psychiatric testimony raises a strong danger
of
              misuse, courts must carefully weigh ~wbether the proof
offered
              i. grounded in sufficient scientific support to warrant
use in

         6    the courtroom, and whether it would aid the ~aazy. iii
deciding the
         7    ultimate issues.   United States v. Pohiat,  *27 F.2d at
905



         8    (quoting t?.S~ V. gannett, 539 P.2d 45, 53 (10th Cit.
1976)).
         g        Defendant's proffer states that

         10       *  . . the proffered testimony of Dr.. Ofehe and
Singer
                  relating to influence techniques brought to bear upon
Kr.
         11       Fishuan that altered his perception, attitude,
decision-
                  making processes (cognitive functions) and prevented
him
         12       from exercising independent ~udg.ent (volitional
element)
                  is highly relevant to a finding by the lury that he
lacked
                  specific intent, regardless of vhether or not the
Defendant
                  was legally insane pursuant to 18 U.S.C. I 17.
         14   Def.   supp. memo p. 16.   Defendant thus seeks  t.
introduce
         lB   evidence   regarding the   influence techniques, or
coercive
         18   persuasion, utilized by the church of Scientology to
negate the
         17   government's  contention   that the  defendant possessed
the
         18    requisite specific intent to coit fraud. The Court has
already
         19    ruled that the Singer-Ofshs thesis involving ogeroive
persuasion

               and   religious cults is  not generally accepted  within
the
         21    scientific community and consequently is inadmissible
under !~a.

               Because this inadmissible expert testimony is the only
evidence
               offered by defendant to negate the eleae~t of specific
intent,
         24    the Court will not permit any evidence in support of a
diminished

               capacity defense.
            28
            27
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                As an alternative arq~xment, the government ContenAs
that



         2   specif La intent is not at  i5UUe in this  case because
the
         3   defendant joined the Churoh of Scientology after he
commenced his
         ~   scheme to defraud, and consequently must have had a pre-
existing
         ~   intent that was independent of the ~huroh S coercive
persuasion.
         8   Exactly when the defendant joined the Church of Scientology
is
         7   disputed by the parties. flecause this is an issue of fact
for

         g   the jury to consider, the government' * argument fails.
         g      Independent of the government's last argument, as
already

         10  indicated the Court holds that evidence of defendant's
diminished
         11  capacity is inadmissible in this case.  Defendant's
proffered
         12  testimony   negating the element of  specific intent
relates
         13  exclusively to alleged influence techniques brought to bear
upon
         14  him by the Church of Scientology. which is an aspect of
thought
         16  reform theory that the Court has deemed inadmissible under
the
         16  1:z~a standard. To the extent that the 4ecisions in this
Circuit
         17  in United Stats. y. Frisbee and United States v. Twine
permit the

         is  jury to hear evidence of diminished capacity, they do not
apply
         19  to the facts of    this ~ase.  These cases do not alter the
         ~    admissibility standards set forth in Rule 702 of the
Federal

         21   Rules of Zvidence. Even if the proffered testimony on
diminished
         22   capacity in this case was admissible under Rule 702, the
Court
         23   would heed the admonishment in Zz±a~aa that "expert
testimony
         24   that is unduly confusing, misleading, or repetitive or
that will
         25   not be of assistance to the jury in determining the issue
of
         28   apecific intent will be evcluded."  622 7. Supp. at 1224.
For
           27
                                           20
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     all. the foregoing reasons, the Court excludes the proffered
2    testimony relating to defendants diminished capacity.
3
4                     V.  EXPERT QUALIFIC~T!ONU

5       The Ninth Circuit has Interpreted Zx~a to require psychiatric

8    testimony to come from a qualified expert.    United States v.
7    ~M1I2. 488 7.24 1148, 1153 (9th Cit. 1973) * The government does
~    not challenge th. qualifications of Dr.     Singer.   The Court
g    therefore only addressee the issue of whether or not Dr. Otahe

10   1. qualified to testify regarding how external influences from
     the Church of Scientology affected defendant's mental state at

12   the time of the alleqed offenses.
13      Federal hale of Evidence 702 states that only witnesses with
14   the requisite  "knowledge,   skill, experience     training, or
m    education" may testify as an expert. Dr. Ofehe is a university
16   sooioloqy professor who teaches graduate and undergraduate level
17   courses on the subject of thought reform.    Re has no expertise
     in forensic psychiatry or psychology. Because Dr. Ofehe is not
19   a mental health professional, under Rule 702 he Cannot testify
20   as to whether or not defendant suffered from a severe mental
21   disorder.
         Defendant seeks to avoid this evidentiary bar by offering Dr.

23   Ofahe as an expert in the process of thought reform.    Defendant
24   contends that because thought reform represents a hybrid area,
  25 the Court should permit testimony by a social psychologist to
  26 complement and provide foundational 'support for Dr.     Singer' s
  27
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     ultimate opinion.  The Coiart disagrees.  Even if collateral
 2   evidence may be admissible in some oases where an expert bases
     an opinion upon assumptions Of fact provided by much evidence,
     it is clearly not admissible here, where the ultimate expert
 ~   opinion itself is inadaissibls.

 6      Zn addition, Dr. Otche would not be permitted to testify svga
     if Dr. singer was allowed to base her opinion on thought intern
 s   theories.   Dr.   Ofahe's  proffered  testimony provides    his
     conclusions as  to   (1) hov  the  Church of Scientology' uses
 10  influence techniques, and (2) the impact that these techniques
     have on church members,   including the defendant. A qeneral.
 12  discussion of the former topic is not relevant to this cace. As
     to the latter topic, Di. Ofehe is no more qualified to diagnose
 14  the state of mind of church members an ~aaaa than he is to
 ~   diagnose the defendant's mental state.

 16      As a final matter, Dr. Of she's general description of the
 17  Church's practices has a probative value which is substantially
 is  outweighed by its danger of unfair prejudice and would mislead



 19  and confuse the jury.  Accordingly, this aspect of his proffered
 20  testimony must be excluded under Federal Rule of Evidence 403.
 21      The Court finds that Dr. Of she is not qualified to testify
     as an expert witness on defendant's mental state, nor is his
 ~   proposed  testimony   regarding the conduct  of the Church of

  24 Scientology relevant or admissible on the issues of specific
  ~  intent and insanity in this case.  The Court makes these findings

  2  independent of its ruling that Dr. Of she's theories on thought
  27
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     reform are not generally accepted within the meaning of the Ezys
2    test. On all of theme grounds, Dr. Ofahe's proposed testimony
3    ±5 *XOlUdSd in its entirety.

4
5                          VZ.  COVCWSION

6        For all the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS Ill PART aM
     DENIES IN PART the government' s motion to exclude the proffered

a    psychiatric testimony of Dr. Singer and Dr. Ofuhe an the eub~eot
g    of thought  reform.  The  Court's rulings are summarized as

10   follova:
         1.  The government' a motion to exclude the expert testimony
12   of Dr. Richard Of she is GRANTED, on the grounds that Dr. Ofahe
     is  not a mental  health professional, his testimony    is not

14   relevant to the issues, his theories regarding thought reform
is   are not generally accepted within the scientific community, and
16   his testimony is inadmissible under Federal Rule of vidence 403.
17       2.  The government's motion to exclude the expert testimony
~     of Dr. Nargaret linger is GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART.
19    As a qualified mental health professional. Dr. Singer may tee~ify
20    and give her opinion as to  Ihether or not the defendant was
21    suffering from a mental defect at the time of the event. charged.
~     Dr. Singer's testimony, however,  is limited by the Insanity
23    Defense Reform Act of 1934. Pursuant to this Act,. Dr. Singer
24    cannot support her opinion regarding defendant's sanity with
  ~   testimony  that involves volitional  defects,    as opposed  to
  26  cognitive defects. In addition, Dr. Singer cannot support har
  27
  28
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    opinion vith testimony that involves thought refou, because t2~e



2   COUtt finds that her views on thought refo~a, like Dr. Of she'.
    are not generally accepted within the scientific community.

4
       IT IS SO ORDZRXD.

6
    DAThDI  Apr12.  iL~ 1990.

                                         Din  vel~1~~ 3~dqe
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   10                        UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
   11                       NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

   12    UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,     )
                                       )
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   14
                v.                     ) GOVERNMENT MOTION TO EXCLUDE
   15    STEVEN FISHMAN,               ) TESTIMONY OF RICHARD OFSHE
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                                       )
   16                    Defendant.

   17
   18               The purpose of this motion in limine is to exclude
the

   19    testimony of Dr. Richard Of she and Margaret Singer in the
above

   20    captioned case.   The expected testimony of Dr. Of she and
Margaret

   21    Singer are presented in the declaration of government counsel



   22    attached to these papers.  In summary, Dr. Ofshe's and Dr.
Singer's

   23    testimony is inadmissible under the Rules of Evidence and
existing

   24    case law.

   25               The government is making this motion. However, as is

   26    developed later, the testimony of Dr. Ofshe and Singer is not
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    1
          generally accepted under traditional standards.  Hence, the
    2
          proponent of such evidence has the burden of laying a proper

          foundation supporting the underlying scientific basis and
    4
          reliability.  United States v. Gwaltney, 790 F.2d 1378, 1382
(9th
    5
          Cir. 1986); United States v. Falsia, 724 F.2d 1339, 1341 (9th
Cir.
    6
          1983).  If the defendant therefore fails to satisfy his
burden,
    7
          then the evidence is not admissible.
    8              The admissibility of testimony by an expert is
governed

          by Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE).
Specifically
    10    the specialized knowledge must "assist the trier of fact to

    11    understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue."
FRE
    12    702.  In evaluating the admissibility of such evidence, this

    13    Circuit has examined whether the jury can receive "appreciable

    14    help" from the testimony.  United States v. Amaral, 488 F.2d
1148,

    15    1152 (9th Cir. 1973).  The trial court is obligated to also
balance

    16    the tendered evidence and its probative value against the

    17    prejudicial effect and consumption of time. Id.  The trial



court

    18    must also be concerned with the confusion of issues and the

    19    potential for misleading the jury by the introduction of the

    20    evidence.  Id.

    21             The Amaral decision was concerned with the exclusion
of

    22    expert testimony on the perils of eyewitness identification.
The

    23    defendant was convicted of robbery and challenged the
exclusion of

    24    his psychiatric expert on the ability of victims to identify
their

    25    assailant.  The circuit upheld that inadmissibility of the

    26    testimony.  It also discussed a feature of expert testimony
that it

           GOVT MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
           OF RICHARD OFSHE & MARGARET SINGER
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               br
                 ings the special risk the jury will receive it because
of its
            I  "aura" of special reliability and trustworthiness. To
prevent
    3
                novel" theories from enjoying acceptance by the trier of
fact, all
    41
               expert testimony in the Ninth Circuit must be in
accordance with
    5
               generally accepted explanatory theory." United States v.
Amaral
    6
            I  supra at 1152.  This standard of acceptance was
originally stated
            J  in Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (DC Cir. 1923).
    8
               Consequently, Amaral lists four criteria for the
admissibility of
               any proferred expert testimony:  (1) a qualified expert;
(2) proper



    10
               subject; (3) conformity to a generally accepted
explanatory theory;
    11
               and (4) probative value compared to prejudicial effect."
Ibid. at
    12
               1153; United States v. Christophe, 833 F.2d 1296 (9th
Cir. 1987).
    13
                         The defense here seeks to call Dr. Richard
Ofshe as a
    14
               witness.  He is but a sociologist who will discuss
features of the
    15
               Church of Scientology the defense claims to be relevant
in the
    16
            I  above captioned case.  He has no expertise in forensic
psychiatry
    17
               or psychology.  Presumably, the tales he will tell do not
relate to
    18
               the defendant's particular experience as a purported
member of the
    19
               Church.  Rather, Of she will discuss the Church in a
general fashion
    20         with possible specifics based on incidents Ofshe is aware
of as a

    21 N       sociologist.!'

    22          ___________________________________

    23         1/  This Court must be especially careful in allowing
witnesses to

    24         narrate features of the religious beliefs of the Church
of
               Scientology. There is a critical First Amendment issue
here and
    25         the trial here cannot become a lawsuit against the
Scientologists'
               religious beliefs.  The free exercise clause protects
religious
    26         beliefs absolutely.  Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S.
296, 303-04
               (1940).  A court cannot inquire into the truth or falsity
of these

                GOVT MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
                OF RICHARD OFSHE & MARGARET SINGER
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    1
              I           The government objects to such testimony
because,
    2
                generally, evidence from an expert as to a common
practice or ploy
    3
                used by a particular group adds no probative value to
establish the
                guilt or innocence of a charged defendant.   United
States v.
              I
    5         Li
                Navarro-Varelas, 541 F.2d 1131, 1334 (9th Cir. 1976).
In Navarro-

                Varelas, the defendant was accused of knowingly
importing cocaine
    7'
              I into the United States.   He sought to present expert
testimony that
    8           narcotic smugglers plant drugs in secret compartments of
suitcases

                and use innocent travelers to bring such drugs into this
country.
    10
                The expert testimony was unnecessary because the
defendant had

    11          presented the relevant testimony when he testified
himself as to
    12          his innocence.  Also, the general nature of the
testimony did not

    13          address the specific issue of the lawsuit.

    14 I
                          Like the traffickers in Navarro-Varelas, Ofshe
seeks to
    15          portray the Church as an organization that utilizes
"innocents" to

    16          commit crimes.  In both cases, the defense seeks to
present the

    17          expert testimony to relieve the defendant of
culpability.  However,

    18
                as in Navarro-Varelas, the expert testimony does not go
toward
    19          evidence proving the particular defendant was guilty or
innocent.

    20           ___________________________________



    21        I beliefs.  United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 86-88
(1944).
              I The government may neither compel affirmation of a
religious
    22          belief, Torasco v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488, 495 (1961),
nor penalize
                or discriminate against individuals or groups because of
their
    23          religious beliefs, Fowler v. Rhode Island, 345 U.S. 67,
70 (1953),
                nor use the taxing power to inhibit the dissemination of
    24          particular religious views, Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319
U.S. 105,
                116 (1943).
    25              It goes without saying that the exercise of First
Amendment
                rights may be coercive and even offensive and yet still
be fully
    26          protected.  N.A.A.C.P. v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458
U.S. 886,
                910-11 (1982).

                 GOVT MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
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           Ofshe lacks the training in establishing whether this
defendant was
    2      the successful subject of alleged brainwashing attempts.  His

           opinion may have academic significance but it does not have
legal
    4      relevance.  Consequently, the testimony of Ofshe becomes

    5I~
           inadmissible.
    6                Because the expert does not have the necessary
expertise

           relevant for an issue in the trial, his testimony becomes
    8
           unnecessary and collateral.  Here, Ofshe is untrained in the
proper

           evaluation of the defendant's intent or his mental state.
Rather,
    10     he is reporting information obtained from third parties
outside the~

           scope of this lawsuit.  Also, what he learns is rank hearsay



devoid'
    12     of any scientific parameters.

    13               In United States v. Lopez, 543 F.2d 1156 (5th Cir.
1977)

    14 ~'  the defendant challenged the exclusion of expert testimony in
an

    15     assault trial.  The defense claimed insanity. He claimed his
years,

    16     of incarceration had caused him to experience "sensory
deprivation"

    17     and psychosis.  The defense sought to have a Doctor Fox
testify

    18     regarding his interviews with approximately 100 inmates that

    19     suffered from the consequences of isolated confinement. Fox
was

    20     not a clinical psychologist nor a psychiatrist. He was a
college

    21     professor.  The defense did have the testimony of a clinical

    22     psychologist already in the trial.  The trial court concluded
that

    23     Fox lacked the background to evaluate mental disease and the

    24     qualifications to account for factors other than the
psychological

    25     ones that may have related to the issue of culpability.
United

    26     States v. Lopez at 1157.  See also United States v. Rouco,
765 F.2d

            GOVT MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
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     1
          983, 995 (11th Cir. 1985).
     2
                    Besides being unqualified to testify, Doctor Ofshe's
     3
          subject is not admissible because it is outside of generally



     4
          accepted theory.  This also applies to Dr. Singer. As this
circuit
     5
          has related when discussing experts and the eyewitness
identity
     6    question, "a jury is misled when a theory presented as
scientific

     7
          truth is in fact not generally accepted." United States v.
     8    Christophe, 833 F.2d 1296, 1299 (9th Cir. 1987). Similarly,
courts

          have not allowed psychiatric and psychological expert
testimony
    10    regarding the compulsion to gamble and its alleged
relationship to

    11    criminal conduct. United States v. Shorter, 809 F.2d 54 (DC
Cir.
    12    1987); United States v. Torniero, 735 F.2d 725 (2d Cir. 1984);

    13    United States v. Lewellyn, 723 F.2d 615, 619 (8th Cir. 1983);

    14    United States v. Gould, 741 F.2d 45 (4th Cir. 1984). These
cases

    15    reflect the judgment that such "compulsion" is not readily
accepted

    16
          as an excuse for behavior in the scientific community.
    17    Consequently, in these cases, psychiatric testimony from

    18    psychiatrists and like mental experts was not allowed because
of

    19    the Frye rationale.

    20              The position of Dr. Singer and Of she is contrary to

    21    traditional scientific theory. In its traditional form, the

    22    defense of thought reform, if acceptable, requires physical

    23    restraint or mistreatment. The notion goes back to explain why

    24    some American prisoners of war in Korea and China seemed to
adopt

    25    the beliefs of their captors. Journalist Edward Hunter
formulated

    26    this brainwashing model to explain the influence. Hunter,
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      1
          Brainwashing in China (1953).  The intent is to change the
mind
      2'
          radically of the captive so that he becomes a human robot that
can
          always be trusted and amenable to orders.  This all comes
about
      4:
          because of extrinsic forces.  Hunter, Brainwashing: From
Pavlov to
      51
          Powers p. 309 (1960).
      6
                    Two prominent researchers who interviewed many
former
      7
          prisoners, Robert Lif ton and Edgar Schein, repudiated the
Hunter
      8
          claim that external events can completely overwhelm free will.
      9
          Because Lif ton and Schein viewed the term "brainwashing" as
too
    10
          closely associated with the "robot" model of extrinsic mental

    11    coercion, they repudiated the robot concept and the term
    12
          "brainwashing" as well.  Schein chose to focus on "coercive
    13
          persuasion", a term that included physical restraint in a
situation
    14    from which a person could not leave.

    15                  "The experiences of the prisoners do not

    16             fit such a model . . . hence we have abandoned
                   the term brainwashing and prefer to use the
    17             term coercive persuasion.  Coercive persuasion
                   is a more accurate descriptive concept
    18             because basically what happened to the
                   prisoners was that they were subjected to
    19             unusually intense and prolonged persuasion in
                   the situation from which they could not escape
    20             . . . Schein, Coercive Persuasion p.18
                   (1961).
    21              Schein concluded that the combined psychological and

    22    physical pressures resulted in an "unfreezing" of the P.O.W.'s

    23    resistance.  Schein, supra at 139.  Similarly Lifton also



    24    emphasized the role of extreme force or physical coercion in

    25    developing his thought reform theory and aserted it was
intrinsic

    26
          to the thought reform process.  Lif ton, Thought Reform an'd
the
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    1     Psychology of Totalism, at 13; 65-85 (1961). In the military

    2     trial of United States v. Fleming, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 543, 23 C.M.R.
7

          (1957) an Army major was convicted of collaborating and

          communicating with the enemy. The opinion described this

          defendant's ordeal in the following way,
    6             The accused was marched south about seventy
    7             miles.  He was questioned on numerous
                  occasions and during one of the
                  interrogations, when he continued to refuse to
    8             give more than his name, rank and serial
    9             number, he was physically abused by being
                  slapped, knocked down, kicked and pushed
    10            around on the floor.  For about ten days he
                  was given practically no food and water.  He
                  was subsequently taken to the Valley Camp.  By
    11            this time, due to wounds, mistreatment,
                  malnutrition and debilitation, he had lost
    12            approximatley forty pounds .  . . . The
    13            accused in company  with twelve other
                  prisoners occupied one small room.  There was
                  not enough space for all of the prisoners to
    14            lie down at night and stretch out.  Two cups
    15            of millet per day constituted the daily
                  sustenance.  Approximately sixty percent of
    16            the prisoners were unable to walk and the
                  mortality rate was so high that the dead were
                  not buried for days, merely stacked up like
    17            cord wood outside in the freezing weather.
                  United States v. Fleming, supra 7 U.S.C.M.A.
    18            at 550.
    19             In essence, the Communist persuasion efforts
encompassed

    20    conduct entirely independent of their influencing effect. The

    21    coercion in this persuasion involved serious physical abuse,



    22    namely harsh incarceration and physical maltreatment. The

    23    persuasion was also there, but it was administered along with
the

    24    coercion. Lifton identifies the product, confession, as
something

    25    that came because of the need for survival. Once released from

    26    the coercive circumstances, P.O.W.s showed a tendency to
revert
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       1
             back to their previous identity. Lifton, supra at 150.
       2               Schein, Lifton, and other authoritive researchers
on

       3
          I  coercive persuasion emphasize the line is drawn between
thought

             reform or coercive persuasion, and other forms of social
       5
             influence, on the basis of incarceration often accompanied
by
       6
             physical maltreatment. As one journal has observed,
"Coercive

          I  persuasion occurs when a person is subjected to intense and

             prolonged coercive tactics and persuasion in a situation
from
       9
             which that person cannot escape." Lunde & Wilson,
Brainwashing as
       10
             a Defense to Criminal Liability: Patty Hearst Revisited;
13.
       11
             Criminal Law Bill 341, 351 (1977). Once the coercive
tactics
       12
             cease, the alleged persuasion also ceased.
       13              Frankly, influence processes alone, absent
physical



       14
             restraint or coercion, are common in numerous American
       15
             institutions. Lifton has generally observed:
       16
                     The psychological forces we encounter in
       17            thought reform are not unique to the process;
                     they represent the exaggerated expression of
       18            elements present in varying degrees in all
                     social orders.  The extreme character of
       19            thought reform offers a unique opportunity to
                     recognize the study of them.  Any culture
       20            makes use of somewhat analogous pressures of
                     milieu control, guilt, shame and confessional,
       21            group sanction, and loading the language, in
                     order to mold common identities and beliefs
       22 I          (at p. 438).

       23              Both Schein and Lif ton discussed a continuum of

       24    "coerciveness in influence processes" with coercive
persuasion or

       25    thought reform in the strict sense defined in terms of
physical

       26    coercion at one pole of the continuum, and totally
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    1
          individualistic, autonomous decision at the other end.   They
saw
    2
          influence processes as operating for instance in college
    3
          fraternities (Schein, supra, at 274), Catholic Orders (Lifton,
    4
          supra, 141; Schein, supra, at 260-261, 270-273, 281), self-
help
    5
          organizations such as Alcoholics Anonymous (Schein, supra, at
    6
          274), mainstream Christian denominations (Schein at 276, 282),
the
    7
          Armed Forces (Schein at 271), psychotherapy (Schein at 202,
276
    8     and Lifton, supra, at 451), child-rearing practices (Lifton,

    9



          supra, at 436), education (Schein, supra, at 277) and sales
    10    (Schein, supra,. at 272 and 277).

    11              At the present time, the government does not believe
the
    12    defendant has any proof consistent with the standards
developed by

    13    Schein and Lif ton.  Ofshe and Singer appear to rely
exclusively on

    14    alleged psychological pressures.  As such they are outside the

    15    traditional standards of their profession.  Consequently the

    16    caution expressed by Chief Judge Weinstein deserves great
respect:

    17                 When either the expert's qualifications

    18             or his testimony lie at the periphery of what
                   the scientific community considers acceptable,
    19             special care should be exercised in evaluating
                   the reliability and probative worth of the
    20             proferred testimony under Rules 703 and
                   403."  In Re Agent Orange Product Liability
    21             Lit., 611 F.Supp. 1223, 1242 (EDNY 1985).

    22    The experts should not be allowed to present unorthodox views
with

    23    the degree of aura their "education" appreciates.

    24              In the instant case, the defense seeks to allow
Ofshe

    25    and Singer testify as an expert on brainwashing.  This mental

    26    "condition" is claimed to excuse the criminal conduct of the
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     ii
               defendant.  Like compulsive gambling, it is, however,
equally
               inadmissible.  This is especially so when it is of the
Singer-

               Ofshe variety.  In Kropinski v. World Plan Execution
Council-U.S.,



               853 F.2d 948 (DC Cir. 1988) (Kropinski) a civil suit
alleged fraud
     5
               and the negligent infliction of physical and
psychological
     6i        injuries.  The plaintiff claimed the defendant's practice
of

     7
               transcendental meditation (TM) amounted to a system of
"thought
     8         reform" or brainwashing.  Kropinski at 951. The expert
witness on

               this issue for the plaintiff was Margaret Singer, the
same expert
    10         of the defense in this, case and a colleague of Dr. Of
she. The

               Court of Appeals unanimously reversed the trial court for
allowing
    12
               Dr. Singer to express her views on brainwashing as an
expert.   The
    13         appellate court concluded the plaintiff had

    14                       "failed to provide any evidence that Dr.

    15                 Singer's particular theory, namely that
                       techniques of thought reform may be effective
    16                 in the absence of physical threats or
                       coercion, has a significant following in the
                       scientific community, let alone general
    17                 acceptance" Kropinski at 957 (emphasis in the
    18                 original)

    19                  Similarly, in United States v. Kozminski, 821
F.2d 1186

    20         (6th Cir. 1987) (en banc) the court found the trial court
had

    21         committed reversible error by admitting expert testimony
regarding

    22         an "involuntary conversion" theory when a foundation had
not been

    23         laid to establish the evidence's conformity to a
generally

    24         accepted theory. The defendants were charged with
willfully

    25         holding in involuntary servitude two retarded farm
workers.   There

    26         was no evidence the victims were held in physical
captivity.   The
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    1
            I  prosecution, however, alleged the workers were
psychologically
    2
               coerced or brainwashed.  United States v. Kozminski at
1194. The
    3
               government expert claimed that the psychological
pressures imposed
               created "involuntary conversion" and a complete
dependency akin to

               a "captivity syndrome."  Id.  At best the en banc
decision held
    61         that the "captivity syndrome", if acceptable, required
additional

    7
            L  elements to be admissible under a Frye rationale.  One
glaring
    8          omission in the government's proffer was evidence of
physical

               captivity.  The majority correctly observed that the
theory
    10         evolved during the Korean War as Chinese held prisoners
of war in

    11         custody. "As bad as the conditions on the Kozminski's
dairy farm
    12
               are alleged to be, they fall short of those found in a
Chinese
    13         prison camp." Id. at 1194.  The majority held, as a
matter of

    14
               law, the theory did not apply to the facts of the case.
Id.V
    15         ________________________________

    16         2/ Indeed, the patent validity of this result is obvious.

    17         Otherwise, free will becomes an obsolete cornerstone of
the
               criminal law system.
    18            Imagine the situation where an urban street gang



member seeks
               to be exonerated for his crimes committed during gang
activities
    19         because his environment necessitated gang membership and
the gang
               members "coercively persuaded" him to join them in the
commission
    20         of the crime. One expert has focused the rejection of
this
               defense in such a way.
    21                 "Imagine a young man living in urban neighborhood
            I          that is taken over by gangs.  No young man in the
    22                 neighborhood is neutral: not to belong to one
gang
                       or another is not to be protected.  But
initiation
                       into any gang involves rites to prove one's
manhood
    23                 and eligibility for respect.  The young man is
                       therefore threatened into joining a gang, and is
    24                 then coerced, by group pressure, to undergo
                       initiation rites.  The rite he is instructed to
    25                 undergo is participation in a bank robbery.  He
    26                 does so and is caught.   . . . [A] psychiatrist,
                       extrapolating from his own experience with
groups,
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     1
                   To suggest a civil tort claim based upon a
     2   "brainwashing" or mind control theory, the plaintiff must
present

         evidence of false imprisonment or establish he was subjected to

         violence or physical torture.   Meroni v. Holy Spirit Ass'n for

         Unification, 119 App. Div. 2d 200, 506 NYS 2d 174, 177-78
     6   (1986).  Even tort claims based on insufficient proof have been

         rejected.  See also Lewis v. Holy Spirit Ass'n for Unification,
     8   589 F.Supp. 10, 12 (DC Mass 1983); Application of Conversion

         Center, 388 Pa. 239, 130 A.2d. 107-110 (1957).
    10             Because the testimony of Dr. Of she and Singer are
not

    11   compatible with the general standards of the field, it must be
    12   inadmissible.   Both Of she and Singer are of a viewpoint



    13   divorced from what is traditionally accepted.   Specific
decisions

    14   have rejected the brainwashing defense they advance.  ~ is

    15   clearly the standard of this circuit.   United-States v.
Gillespie,

    16   852 F.2d 475, 480 (9th Cir. 1988).   "Evidence that does not

    17   qualify under Frye must be excluded because,  'the prejudicial

    18   effect of an aura of scientific respectability outweighs the

    19    ________________________________

                  notes the excruciating forces at work in group
    20            settings and testifies that the behavior of an
                  individual group member is determined less by that
    21            individual's will than it is by the group's
                  collective will; and testifies, too, that in such
    22            cases the external will becomes so internalized
    23            that it is the group's moral values, rather than
                  society's, that define right and wrong, so that the
                  young man could be said not to have even known the
    24            difference between right and wrong.  . . . (hf such
                  defenses are not disallowed by concerned judges,
    25            can the law survive as we know it?"
         Reich, Brainwashing, Psychiatry, and the Law, 39 Psychiatry
400,
    26   402 (1975).
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         1
             slight probative value of the evidence.t' Ibid.
         2             In conclusion, the defendant bears the burden of
proof

             in this issue because he seeks to have Dr. Ofshe and Dr.
Singer
         4j
             testify.  The burden has not been satisfied because the
testimony

             fails to satisfy the test of United States v. Amaral for
         6'
             admissibility.  A sociologist is not a qualified expert to
testify
         7



             regarding the psychological factors of brainwashing.
Further, the
         8   alleged histQry of the Church in this area is not an issue
of

             relevance in the trial. Also, the testimony does not
comport with
       10    the Frye standard. Finally, its slight probative value is

       11    outweighed by its prejudicial effect, undue consumption of
time,
       12    and will mislead the jury.

       13    DATED: August 25, 1989           Respectfully submitted,

       14 I                                   JOSEPH P. RUSSONIELLO

       15                                     United States~ Attorney

       16                                                  ,
                                         BY:              '~
       17                                     ROBERT L. DONDERO

       18                                     Assistant United States
Attorney

       19

       20
       21
       22
       23
       24
       25
       26
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I am the author of the book entitled "Coercive Persuasion"



published by Norton in 1961.            My earlier research leading to
this book was conducted with military repatriates of the Korean
conflict who had been imprisoned by the Chinese and North Koreans.
My book "Coercive Persuasion" focuses on my studies of a series
of American civilians who had been imprisoned by the Chinese
Communists after their takeover.

In my book I reviewed and relied upon research by others which
reported on the application of thought reforming procedures to
non-confined target populati'ons.          These procedures were applied
to large. segments of the population of China in a variety of
different settings.            The vddespread use of thought reforming
procedures occurred during the same period of time that the
American civilian prisoners I studied and reported in this book
were being subjected to the influence procedures I labeled as
~coercive persuasion.

I never attempt to suggest in my book that the system of influence
used to change. targets had to be applied in conjunction with
prison confThez~ent or in conjunction with physical brutality.

One of the essential points I attempt to make in the book is that
the. effectiveness of coercive persuasion in changing attitudes
and beai:es rests. on the fact that the target person is physically,
socially, or psychologically constrained from leaving the situation
in ~hiTch he or she is actively being persuaded to some new point
Qf vi'ew.        CSchefr~, p. 269.).

liy conclusiQn about the conditions under which coercive persuasion
caz~ he. ca.x~ed forward i.s based in part on my own research, in
paxt based on the research of others about thought reform in
non~confined settings and in part based on my general understanding
of the. social psychological literature on influence and group
dynamics.

                                                 ~       ~«=
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     JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
     The City University of New York
     899 TentbA,enue, Neu' York, NY 10019
     (212) 237.8000

To whom this may concern:

     I am the author of Thought Reform and the Psychology of Totalism:
A Study of "Brainwashing" in China, published originally by W.W.
Norton and Company in 1961, and reissued by The University of North
Carolina Press In 1989; and of Revolutionary Immortality: Mao Tse-tung
and the Chinese Cultural Revolution, published by Random House in 1968
*and reissued by W.W. Norton in 1976.



     The research I reported in Thought Reform and the Psychology of
Totalism was based on detailed psycho logical interviews with individual
people who had been subjected to thought reform programs in China.

     Some of the people I interviewed had been put through the thought
reform programs in prison settings where physical abuse was an element
of the process.   Others I interviewed were subjected to thought reform
programs at universities and other settings throughout the society, in
which no physical abuse was employed.

     My work makes clear that thought reform in China has been carried
out in both prison settings and non-confined settings.   My work also
makes clear that thought reform in China was carried out both with and
without utilizing physical abuse as an element of the process.

     I found In my research that thought reform is a complex
psychological procedure Involving interpersonal and social
manipulations.
These elements are discussed at length in my writings, especially in my
book, Thought Reform and the Psychology of Totalism.

     I also discuss the results of thought reform in the two books
mentioned above and in a more recent essay, "Cults: Religious Totalism
and Civil Uberties,  In a collection entitled The Future of Immortality
and Other EssaTs for a Nuclear Agepu bushed by Basic Books in 1987.
When successfu , and especially when supported by a particular social
environment1 thought reform can render an individual highly manipulable
and susceptible to the demands of those controlling the environment.

     In these three studies I discuss both the effectiveness and the
limitations of thought-reform programs, and the general characteristics
of
the kind of "totalistic" environment in which thought reform takes
place.

                                        (~4/4g~
                                         Robert Jay Lifton, M.D.

               -
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  ~ (305) 441-2400

  5
                    UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
  8                NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

  7                   CASE NO. CR-88-06l6-DLJ

  8 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

  9      Plaintiff,

10  v.

11  STEVEN FISHMAN,

12       Defendant.

13                                    I

14

15                  DECLARATION OF RICHARD OFSHE

16

17       1.   There   is no  dispute  of substance  within  the

is  relevant scientific community as to the acceptance of the

19  concept   of   thought  reform    (coercive persuasion   or

20  brainwashing),    the  conditions  under   which procedures

21  designed  to  induce thought reform can  be applied or the

22  effects  of exposure to  a thought reform process.  Thought

23  reform is a name that has come to be used to identify a

24  combination  of  influence factors brought  to bear  on  an

25  individual  for the purpose of causing the person to alter

26  attitudes   and beliefs  on  a  specified  subject D~~$

27                               1
                                                        ~'~Ct
28
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  1 numerous powerful techniques of influence are employed in a

  2 systematic  manner and  are focused on  inducing  change in

  ~ certain beliefs, the procedures are generally recognized as

  ' frequently  capable of  inducing  changes in  attitudes and

  ~ beliefs   even  when targets  are   initially resistant  or
  6 hostile.  The separate elements which constitute a thought

    reform  program   are  techniques  of  influence  that  are

  8 recognized   and  reasonably  well   understood by  social

  ~ psychologists.

10       2.   The dispute that underlies the Molko amicus briefs

11  is not a scientific dispute, it is a political disagreement

12  in which   a number of  sociologists  and psychologists  of

13  religion and theologians have been enlisted in an attempt to

14  block testimony   about the  use   of social  influence  in

15  organizations that identify themselves as religions. To the

18  best of my knowledge, none of the signers of the any of the

17  amicus briefs submitted in support of the Unification Church

18  in the Molko case ordinarily work in the area of the study

19  of extreme   techniques of  social  influence or  are  even

20  specialists in the social psychology of influence.

21       3.   The gross lack of knowledge of the    research in

22  this field on the part of the signers of these briefs is

23  demonstrated by the briefs'  major error about the results

24  reported by Drs.  Lifton and Schein.  The briefs correctly

25  cite these works as the foundation in the field and then

26  proceed to grossly misrepresent what these books report. The

27
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  1 central point of the briefs submitted and then withdrawn by

  2 the APA and ASA is the assertion that both Schein and Lifton

  ~ reported that coercive persuasion could be carried out only

    in a prison environment and in conjunction with the physical

    abuse of the target.   Both Dr. Lifton and Dr.  Schein have

  6 provided written statements summarizing what they reported

    in their books.  Each author states that his book reported

  8 that thought reform occurred both in and outside of prison

  9 and with and without the physical abuse of targets.

10  4.    The authors of the Molko brief deliberately and grossly

11  misrepresent  the research  literature and   the  California

12  Supreme Court's opinion in the Molko case.   The assertions

13  made  in the brief  are either  unsupported by the brief's

14  citations or the statements made assert the opposite of what

15  the brief claims.

16        5.  The Government's expert, Dr. Perry London, admits

17  that Robert Lifton  (Thouciht Reform and the  Psycholocry of

18  Totalism)   and  Edgar  Schein  (Coercive  Persuasion)  are

19  "seminal writers on extreme techniques of social influence."

20  (London affidavit p.  8). Dr. London also admits that "The

21  study of  social  influence is  a multi-disciplinary  field,

22  which includes psychology, sociology and other disciplines."

23  (London affidavit p. 5).

24        6.  Dr.   London  offers  a  definition   of what  he

25  recognizes as the legitimate and accepted theory of thought

26  reform.  He terms this the  "Social Influence Theory."  Dr.

27
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  1 London admits that there is considerable scientific evidence

  2 for the Social Influence Theory:

              The Social  Influence Theory of thought
              reform  can be  briefly defined    as the
              proposition  that   conventional,    well-
              recognized   social  and   psychological
              techniques of attitude change have been
              used  systematically   in    efforts   to
  8           influence the thought  and behavior of
              targeted persons.  These techniques may
              be  more    effective   when    used   in
              combination and in situations where the
  8           influencing agent has coercive control
              over  the influence  than  in situations
              where such control is lacking.

101 (London affidavit p. 5).

11        7.  Dr. London's description of the accepted Social

12  Influence  Theory  of  thought  reform  is   not  essentially

13  different from the analysis of the thought reform process

14  contained in my published work on this subject. In my paper

15  with   Dr. Singer,  "Attacks on  Peripheral    versus Central

16  Elements  of  Self  and the   Impact   of Thought   Reforming

17  Techniques",  The Cultic  Studies Journal,   Vol. 3,  ~o. 1,

18  1986,  (Exhibit 1), we write:

19
              We are addressing an unusual topic - the
20            technology of influence programs used to
              conduct  thought  reform  and to   effect
21            extraordinary degrees  of  control   over
              individuals.    The   programs     to  be
22            described below   depend  on  selectincg.
              seauencing   and  coordinatinci numerous
23            influence tactics over periods of time
              that  can extend   from days  to   years.
24            (emphasis added).

25  Id. at 3.

26  Furthermore:
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             During the last decade there has been a
             dramatic renewal of public and academic
  2          interest in the procedures and effects
             of   "coordinated programs    of  coercive
             influence  and  behavior   control."  That
             is,  programs   designed  first to  induce
             radical changes in facets of a person's
             world   view    (e.g.  beliefs   about   a
             political     philosophy,     scientific
             theory,   psychological   theory, ethical
  6          philosophy,   etc.) and   subsequently to
             generate      great    conformity      to
             organizationally specified prescriptions
             for  behavior.  The  combined  effects of
  8          (1)  acceptance  of  a  particular  world
             view,   (2) establishment   of  effective
             procedures      for  peer   monitoring,
             including  feedback about an    individual
10           to the controlling organization, and (3)
             the  use   of psychological,   social and
11           material   sanctions    to  influence    a
             target's behavior, can render a person a
12           highly     deployable     agent   of   an
             organization.   (citation omitted).
13
    Id., at 5.
14
         8.  Dr.  London,    relying   on  the   highly suspect
15
    scholarship of Mr. Anthony (London Affidavit, p. 6), claims
16
    to know what I believe. He also imagines that he knows what
17
    my testimony will be (London Affidavit p. 5). Dr. London and
18
    Mr. Anthony base their conclusions on something that they
19
    have invented.   It is a  formulation they call "the Robot
20
    Theory." This is entirely their construction and bears no
21
    relation to anvthinQ I have ever written or testified about.
22
    According to Dr. London, the Robot Theory:
23

24           argues that social influence techniques



             referred    to  as   "thought    reform,"
25           "coercive        persuasion,"          or
             "brainwashing,"     are   such   uniquely
26           powerful    combinations      of  social
             influences as to be fully or partially
27
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1            irresistible  and  also that  their  use
             subverts critical  faculties of victims
2            so that they do not even realize that
             they  are  not   acting volitionally...
             (t]he   victim   becomes essentially   a

             robot.
   (London, Affidavit p. 6).
5
        9.   Supposedly based on my prior testimony, Dr. London
6
   concludes that I "plainly subscribe to the Robot Theory. He
7
   offers no evidence in support of this conclusion.   (London,
8
   Affidavit, p. 6). Dr. London is unable to offer any evidence
9
   in support   of his  conclusion  because  none  exists. The
10
   supposed "Robot Theory" is an invention of Mr. Anthony's and
11
   Dr. London's. I have never suggested anything even remotely
12
   similar with what they have invented.
13
        10.  My writings on the subject of thought reform are
14
   entirely  contrary to   the  Anthony/London  concoction. My
15
   analysis of the sort of environment within which a person
16
   may  be   pressured into   conforming to  the   demands and
17
   viewpoints of those controlling the environment and the sort
18
   of cognitive confusion this process can induce is described
19
   in my paper with Dr. Singer. The process we describe is one
20
   in which constant pressure must be applied to an individual
21
   in order to effect compliance,   the appearance of genuine
22



   belief change is illusory,   the cognitive changes that are
23
   induced are unstable,   and the coerced beliefs  are easily
24
   destroyed   and   typically  unable to  sustain  themselves
25
   independent of the thought-reforming environment. In short,
26
   the relationship between the individual and the controlling
27
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  I environment is dynamic.

  2      11.   It is recognized that the Church of Scientology

  ~ operates an influence program sufficiently powerful to lead

  ' people   to  accept  the  belief  that   they have  accruired

  5 superhuman powers that they can and successfully do utilize

  6 at will.   This belief is developed by involving them in a

    program of   influence  that can properly be  labelled as a

  8 thought  reforming program.    Even when  not labelled as a

  9 thought reform program,   social scientists who have studied

10  Scientology's influence procedures have analyzed it in terms

11  of the   same  social  influence variables  that  Dr. London

12  recognizes as constituting the acceptable Social Influence

13  Theory of thought reform and that I identify as being the

14  variables  composing   a  "coordinated program  of  coercive

15  influence and behavior control"   (this phrase is introduced

16  in my paper with Dr.    Singer in an attempt to escape the

17  terminological confusion that often accompanies the labels

18  "thought reform" "coercive persuasion" or "brainwashing").

19       12.   Dr. Rodney  Stark is one  of  the signers of the

20  Molko amicus curiae brief that the Government has cited and

21  is the author of one of the letters the Government offers as



22  evidence   that a valid   scientific dispute exists on  the

23  subject  of  thought reform. Dr.  Stark  is also the second

24  author   of  a paper that   analyzes the  influence process

25  operated by the Church of Scientology - "Scientology: To Be

26  Perfectly Clear".    Sociological Analysis, Vol.   41, 1980.

27
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  1 (Exhibit 2).   The senior author of the paper,  Dr. William

  2 Bainbridge,   carried   out   six  months  of   participant

  ~ observation field research at a Scientology franchise. Their
  6 paper explains that, by controlling certain social influence

  ~ variables, Scientology can induce a person to believe that

  6 I he or she has acquired and can currently utilize superhuman

    powers. According  to Bainbridge   and Stark, the influence

  8 process operated  by  the Church   of Scientology regularly

  ~ leads people to believe that they have the power to control

10  "mental matter, energy, space and time." Persons who possess

11  these abilities are, among other things, supposedly able to

12  leave their bodies  and travel   throughout the universe at

13  will and to   affect physical  objects through  the use of

14  mental energy.

15       13. According to Bainbridge and Stark,   creating the

16  belief that one is currently capable of y~erforminQ and has

17  performed superhuman feats depends on the organization and

ia  manipulation of variables   such as  social isolation, role

19  definition,   role  playing,   interpersonal communication,

20  social status and others.



21       14. The following quotations from the Bainbridge and

22  Stark paper illustrate their analysis:

23
             Scientology, one of the largest and most
24           influential cults, claims to have raised
             over sixteen thousand members up to a
25           superhuman  level of mental  functioning
             known as "clear."
26  Id., at p. 128.

27
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    Also:
              To this point,  the preclear has always
  2           been a relatively passive recipient of
  3           auditors' treatments,  but  now he must
              complete a  Solo   Auditor's  Course  and
              take responsibility for raising himself
              up  to  clear.  Several  of   the  earlier
              processes involved the use of a simple
              lie detector,  the E-Meter. The preclear
              would   sit on one  side   of  a desk  or
  6           table, clutching tin-can electrodes, one
              in each hand,  while the auditor would
              sit on the other side asking penetrating
              questions   and giving   commands   while
  8           privately watching the dial that gave an
              approximate reading   on   the preclear's
              emotional responses.  Now,  the preclear
              i~ust   learn   to  play    both    roles
10            simultaneously,   holding  the two   cans
              (separated) in one hand, while operating
11            the E-Meter with the other.    All alone,
              he will process himself up the last few
12            steps   to  clear.  Thus,  at  the   last
              moment,     Scientology       transfers
13            responsibility    for  achieving    clear
              status  to  the   preclear  himself.   If
14            anything goes wrong,  the fault is his.
              Isolated from  fellow preclears,    he is
15            prevented   from   launching   a   serious
              challenge   to  the   validity   of   the
16            process.

17  Id., at 132.

18



         15.  My testimony in this case will apply traditional
19
    concepts   and  theories  from  the   social   psychology of
20
    influence,organized   around  the    concept  of a  thought-
21
    reforming process, in order to explain how the system of
22
    influence directed at Mr. Fishman operates. The operation of
23
    this influence    system succeeded   in establishing  in Hr.
24
    Fishinan the  belief  that  he  already  possessed  or would
25
    shortly  possess  all of  the   abilities  described  in the
26
    Bainbridge  and   Stark paper.   This   system  of  influence
27
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    explains the content of the delusional disorder that both
  2 Dr. Singer and Dr. Hatch agree Mr. Fishman suffers from. The

    same system  of influence   that was used to  create these
  ~ beliefs in Mr. Fishman was also utilized by agents of the

  ~ Church of Scientology in order to alter Mr. Fish2man's belief

  6 about the propriety of his participation in the fraud scheme

  " with which he is charged.

  8      16. The  evidence   available  to  me   leads  to the

  ~ conclusion that Mr. Fishman was subjected to the program of

10  influence  about  which   I  will  testify   prior  to his

11  participation in any class action fraud scheme.

12       17. The Government has offered the highly suspect work

13  of Mr. Dick Anthony as a basis for its position. Dr. London

14  obviously  relies on  Mr.   Anthony's work   to reach  his

15  conclusions. Mr. Anthony is an individual with no advanced

16  degree in any social science. His only graduate work in a

17  social science field was in clinical psychology. He failed

lB  to complete  this degree.   In his affidavit  he  does not



19  explain why he was terminated from the program in which he

20  was enrolled. The graduate program in which he is currently

21  enrolled is a program in theology.

22       18. I  am informed that Mr.   Anthony was one of the

23  principal contributors to the analysis of the thought reform

24  literature presented in the amicus brief that the ASA was

25  asked to sign in the Molko case.

26       19. From a review of Anthony's deposition in the case

27
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    of Wollersheim v.    Church of Scientolocw,  it  appears that

  2 Mr. Anthony admitted that his sole means of support was as a

    consultant for the Church of Scientology.

         20.    In Mr. Anthony's affidavit in this case he admits

  ~ that he presently makes his living entirely as a consultant

  6 I to new religions.

         21.    Mr. Anthony submitted an affidavit in this case in

  8 which he    claims   that he  was a  faculty   member of the

  9 Department     of  Psychiatry of  the  University   of North

10  Carolina.   In   Mr. Anthony's deposition  in  Wollersheim v.

11  Scientolociy   he  admits  that  he was   merely  a  research

12  assistant working    on  a project administered  through that

13  department.    The designation of member of the faculty of a

14  university is usually a carefully defined term. To claim to

15  have been a member of a university's faculty when one was

16  not is a serious breach of academic norms.



17       22.    The   executive   director   of    the  American

18  sociological Association, Mr. William D'Antonio, authorized

19  the  placement    of the name of  the  American  Sociological

20  Association on an amicus brief in the Molko case without the

21  authorization of the Council of the Association and without

22  consultation with any officer of the Association.     When I

23  first contacted Mr D'Antonio about this issue he lied and

24  told me that the matter had been discussed and approved by

25  the  Council    of the Association. In   the attached letter

26  (Exhibit 3), Mr. D'Antonio admits that he never brought the

27
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  1 matter before the Council  for discussion and that it was

  2 never voted upon.

         23.  Mr. D'Antonio never consulted with the President

  ~ of the  Association  concerning this signing of the brief

  ~ prior to authorizing the Association's name being placed on
  6 the brief. Instead, he lied to her and informed her that the

  7 Council had voted approval of the brief two years earlier. A

  8 copy of Mr. D'Antonio's memo is reproduced in Exhibit 4. The

  9 copy of the memo is exactly as it was proved to me by Hr.

 10 D'Antonio.

 11      24.  The  position taken   by Mr. D'Antonio  and Ms.

 12 Huber, that Hr.  D'Antonio was authorized to sign the brief

 13 following  consultation,  is a  position adopted by these

 14 individuals  immediately after the first letter suggesting

 15 that a lawsuit might result from their actions was received



 16 by the Association.

 17      25.  I was present throughout the entire discussion by

 18 the council of the American Sociological Association on the

 19 subject of whether to remain a signatory to the Molko brief.

 20 The Council members rejected the argument that Mr. D'Antonio

 21 was authorized to sign without Council   approval. The new

 22 President of the Association,   Dr. Wilson, made the point

 23 that comparison with other instances in which the executive

 24 director had signed following genuine consultation were not

 25

 26
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  2 appropriate to this case. At the formal vote of the Council,

  ~ the vote to withdraw was unanimous save one opposing vote.

         I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of

  ~ the  State of  California  that the  foregoing is  true and
  6 correct.
                        ~A

         Executed this 9( ~\  day of                   Berkeley,
  8 California.

  9
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11

12

'3
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culzurai identity. I hope that past, current, and future CSJ
contxibulions to (his
undenaking have been, and will continue to be. of value.
Attacks on Peripheral versus Central Elements of Self
                                                                        
and (he Impact of Thought Reforming Techniques

                                                                        
Richard Ofshe, Ph.D. and Margaret T. Singer, Ph.D.

                                                                        
Abstract

                                                                        
This paper analyzes the literature concerning the use of massive
                                                                        
social pressure to substanually modify a persons world view. The
                                                                        
use of ~coordinated programs of coercive influence and behavior
                                                                        
control in China and the Soviet Union as well as in American
                                                                        
cultic. growth, and psychotherapy organizaions is considered.
                                                                        
Special consideration is given to the centrality of the aspects of a
                                                                        
persons identity which are denigrated and undercut in coercive
                                                                        
influence and control programs. h is suggested that the technology
                                                                        
of this soti of influence has developed well beyond what was
                                                                        
employed in the Soviet Union and China. Applications in these
                                                                        
cases were largely for the purpose of extracting confessions and
                                                                        
carrying Out political thought reform. The development an
                                                                        
technology reflects a focusing upon central rather than peripheral
                                                                        
aspects of a person's self and the use of techniques, often borrowed
                                                                        
from clinical psychological practice, to neutralize a person's
                                                                        
psychological defenses. Evidence is reviewed which suggests that
                                                                        
there is a risk factor associated with exposure to the type of
                                                                        
influence tactics used by some organizations that attempt thought
                                                                        
reform.

                                                                        
Introduction

                                                                        
We are addressing an unusual topic - the technology of influence
programs used
                                                                        
to conduct thought reform and to effect extraordinary degrees of conuol
over



                                                                        
individuals. The programs to be described below depend on selecting.
sequenc~
                                                                        
and ccordinating numerous influence tactics over periods of time that
can ex~
                                                                        
from days to years.
  II
In this paper we will address two matters. The r~t is an historical
review of the
                                                                        
influence techniques employed in rust and second generation of interest
                                                                        
influence and control programs. By first generadon of interest programs
we refer
                                                                        
to Soviet and Chinese thought reform and behavior control practices
studied
                                                                        
twenty to thirty years ago. Second generation examples are of programs
which
                                                                        
are either currently operating or have been in existence during the last
dec ade. ~Ve
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IJis~oricaI       Context
Ii Suggest that th~ two Categolies or programs differ in die
sophistication of
 interpersonal arid psychological influence tactics they employ.
During the last decade there has been a dramatic renewal of public and
academic
                                                                        
interest in the procedures and effects of coordinated programs of
coercive
e second concern of the paper is the presentation or a theoretical
analysis of                       influence and behavior conroL That is.
programs designed first to induce radical
e of the principal differences we find between lust and second
generation                            changes in facets of a persons
world view (e.g.. beliefs about a political
~gramns. The difference is in the manner arid degree to which a persOn'S
self-                       philosophy, scientific theory, psychological
theory, ethical philosophy. etc.).
ncept is destabilized in the course of attempts to gain influence and
attain                         and subsequently to generate great
conformity to organizationally specified
ntiol over an individual. Attacking targetS' evaluation of self is a
technique                       prescriptions for behavior. The combined
effects of(l) acceptance ofapanicular



sent in both older and newer programs. We suggest, however, that the
focal                           world view, (2) establishment of
effective procedures for peer monitoring,
mt of attack on targets' self-conception is an import.ant difference
between the                     including feedback about an individual
to the cont.rolling organization, and (3)
ingrains. In older programs. attacks on the stability and acceptability
of                           the use of psychological, social, and
material sanctions to influence a targets
sting self-evaluations were typically focused on elements we classify as
behavior, can render a person a highly deployable agent of an
organization
mipheral. Newer programs tend to focus on elements of self we classify ~
(Qfshe. 1980. Whyte, 1976).
mual.
                                                                        
Over a generation ago, studies of coercive influence and behavior
control
nphcral elements of self are defined as sell-evaluations of the adequacy
or                          programs began to appear. They described the
power of these programs to
erectness of public and judgmental aspects of a person's life (e.g.,
social status,                  influence cognition, behavior, and the
mental health status of progran
e performance, conformity to societal norms, political and social
opinions,                          participants. The topic was reported
and studied under names such as
te, etc.). We define as central elements of sell', self-evaluation of
the adequacy                   "brainwashing" (Hunter. 1953), "thought
reform" (Lifton. 1961). and coercive
correctness of a person's intimate life and confidence in perception of
reality                      persuasion" (Schein. 1961).i
g., relations with family, personal aspirations, sexual experience,
traumatic
~ events, religious beliefs, estimates of die motivations of others.
etc.).                          Recently renewed interest in the topic
can be traced to the actions of various
                                                                        
new religions arid social movements" (Glock and Bellah, 1976). Public
concern
e assume that peripheral and central elements vary in their emotional
has been about the recruitment activities, apparent personality changes,
and
nificance, with central elements having far greater emotional arousal
potential                      emotional disorders found in some
recruits, and the culturally distinct lifestyles
n peripheral elements. The basis for this assumption rests on
conventional                           associated with membership in
some groups. Some of these organizations and
nical psychological understanding of the significance of early childhood
communities were founded or rapidly expanded during the later 1960's and
early
periences. emotional development, defense formation, and ego strength.
That                          1970's. Beginning in the early 1970's,
claims were made that some of these
reality awareness. emoiional control, and basic consciousness are at the
core                        organizations were conducting programs of
"coercive, influence and behavior
 the self. Social roles reflect later and less core learnings in human
control" (i.e., "thought reform, "brainwashing," etc.).
~elopmenL We propose that influence and control programs which



manipulate
 tral self-evaluations are likely to have more powerful and profound
effects on                      Not all the "new religion," "growth." or
radicai psychotherapy" organizations
gets than programs which focus on the manipulation of only peripheral
have been alleged to employ techniques of 'mind control" or "coercive
influence
ments of self,
and behavior Control." Some organizations. however, have been centers of
                                                                        
controversy for more than a decade, and they have given rise to grass-
roots
c suggest that attack on the stability and quality of evaluations of
self-                           reactions and substantial media
attention as early as the mid-1910s.
inceptions is the principal effective coercive technique used in the
conduct of
ught reform and behavior control programs. By attacking a person's self-
General public awareness of "cults" came through news reports of
numerous
~cept. aversive emotional arousal can be created. By supporting positive
self"                       bizarre crimes and acts of terrorism
committed by members of some now
inceptions, painful arousal can be avoided or reduced. In the programs
we have                       infamous organizations. Through these
reports. the public became somewhat
died, the ability to generate or reduce aversive emotional arousal is
used to                        educated as to the extraordinary social
organization, practices, and techniques of
ininish or reward targets. Non-conformity is responded to with attacks
on the                        influence employed by the leadership of
the groups associated with the crimes.
get's sell conceptions while agreement to demands for ideological
acceptance
I behavioral compliance are rewarded with support (or positive self"
inceptions'
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arting in 1969, wish (he several brutal murders committed by Charles
Manson                      The setting within which the influence
system was operating sornetime~s
 d his devotees (Bugliosi and Gentry. 1974; Watkins. 1979). the swing
includes                   included prison confinement of targets, but
more frequently did not (Ilinkle aM
e 1973 Symbionese Liberation Army kidnapping and conversion of     UlCt8
Wolf, 1956; V/byte, 1976). In prison settings, initial conformity to
demands for
earst (l-learu, 1982); a 1977 murder spree carried out by Mormon
polygamy                        participation an interrogation sessions
and conformity to prescribed patterns of
ct leader Ervil LeBaron and his followers against their Mormon



oppOuICfltS                       interaction with power holders
(jailers, organizational superiors, or ceilmates)
 radlee and Van Atta, 1981); an October 1978 attempted murder by
rattlesnake                     was instrumental to cessation of gross
punishment. In non-prison settings,
 gineered by Synanon leader Charles Dederich (Mitchell et al.. 1980;
Ofshe.                      participation was usually obtained without
having to resort to physical abuse.
'SO); the November 1978 mass murder/suicides in Jonestown. Guyana
although it was often obtained from persons knowing that imprisonment
was a
 nduced at the direction of Peoples Temple leader Jim Jones (Reiterman
and                       possible consequence of resistance (Whyte.
1976). In settings such as
cobs. 1982); an attempt by members of a faith healing cult to bomb a
sheriffs                    revolutionary universities, initial
participation in the indoctrination process was
p~irlment in Arizona (Trillin, 1962); a 1982 infant's beating death
caused by                    usually voluntary since the experience was
viewed as instrumental to
'.parents acting in conformity to their cull leader's theory of
childrearing (Zito,
 82); widely publicized accusations of child abuse following from
alleged                        ~iisfoiiuing Chinese society or to
personal upward mobility.
nforrnity to the visions of a leader of a Vermont commune called the
Northeast                   In all settings, participation, conformity,
and demonstrations of apparently
 ngdom Community Church (Bearak, 1984); and, most recently, allegations
of                       genuine change or zeal were rewarded. In the
harshest settings, rewards would
 ild abuse carried out for years at a nursery school reported to have
used                       include some seemingly minor but contextually
significant material advantages
chniques of psychological terrorism to prevent children from revealing
th~                       (segal. 1957). In all settings (with the
possible exception of P.O.W. camps)
periences (L.A. Times, 3984).
                                                                        
peer or jailer social support, acceptance, and friendship also followed
incremental
            First Generation of Interest Programs
changes in the prescribed direction.
                                                                        
The role of peer interaction in the creation and manipulation of guilt
and
he modern literature on the intentional use of coercive Influence and
control                    associated emotional states is acknowledged
as crucial in understanding how a
ograms starts with reports of prisoner interrogation and retraining in
the Soviet                target's behavior was shaped (Lifton, 1961;
Schein, 1961). The target's peers did
neon, China, and North Korea. Studies of these firs generation of
interest                       the principal work in this sh~iping. They
had two tools with which to mold the
ograms are consistent on several points no matter what descnpt:ve label
the                      individual.
thors used (Chen, 1960; Farber et al.. 1956; Schein, 1961; Schein ci
al.,
)60. Segal, 1957). Although significant physical abuse was frequently a
part of                  Targets could be subjected to various forms of



punishment by peer groups.
e influence method, i was not uniformly so (Hinkle and Wolf, 19S6;
Ufton,                        Although punishment might be physical,
most often it took the form of group
~i6l; Rickett and Rickett, 1957). Even when physical abuse was used, the
criticism of the individual's past or present social beliefs and
behaviors. The
~imary mechanism for accomplishing behavior control was that of
interaction                      target's peers could withdraw support,
isolate him or her, and subject the target
iween the target and those who could sanction the person materially and
to seemingly endless negative feedback regarding deviations from proper
cially. In addition to small material rewards, the target's interaction
parmners                 ideological positions and prescribed behavior.
In these criticism sessions, the
oirolled the only available source of feedback as to what was socially
correct in                target faced precisely those individuals on
whom, due to circumstances, he or she
e new society. Hence, they controlled the target's only source of
external                       was totally dependent for external
validation of social identity. Peers acted in
edback upon which new self-evaluations might be based.
concert and aggressively criticized the target from a fixed standard of
evaluation.
                                                                        
Their focus was on any degree of deviation from absolute conformity to
"eraction partners typically possessed superior knowledge about both the
bstance of the ideology to which the target was being exposed and the
behavior                   theoretical ideals of ideological
understanding and behavior.
des advocated by the controlling organization. Interaction partners were
It was required that individuals make public to others within the group
their life
)metimes the target's organizational superiors (jailers, officials.
etc.). Mot's                 stories. This included prior social
experience, family history, and family
fien, they were ideologically advanced but organization status equals
who                        position. They were also obliged to reveal
acts which, by the new moral code of
ecame the target's peer group. Tageu often developed strong emotional
ties                       die nearly new society, were deemed
transgressions. The group's access to the
'ith peer group members. These individuals came to know the target's
target's social and political history provided a basis for inducing
guilt in the
ersonality and history exceedingly well.
individual for acts which. by the old society's standards, were proper
or tolerable.
                                                                        
The group demanded that the target acquire a sense of guilt with respect
to
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viously privileged social posit.ion and previously acceptable actionS.
Tb~                             frequcntly accompanied this emotional
breakdown (I-tinkle and
'ci was also required to offer appropriate expressions of guilt and
display                            Wolf, 1956. p. 16?).
icjrse before peers would accept professed conuitlon rcgardang past
After the development of fenror. a fair proportion of students suffered
one or
'isgressionS.
more telapses of fears and doubts (Hankel and Wolfe. 1956. l68).~

                First Generation Program Casualties
                                                                        
Although the evidence is limited, it suggests that physical brutality or

n the arousal caused by group criticism was punishing and harmful to
targets                      deprivation, even when combined With
interpersonal coercion, did not regularly
                                                    of producing
Symptoms                         cause emoaonal breakdown or psychotic
episodes. There is a notable absence of
upported by reports that this procedure was capable
reports of frequent psychotic breaks among American military prisoners
and
evere psychological disturbance in some targets Winkle and Wolf. 1956;
among imprisoned Westerners in China. When di-amatic, emotional
reactions ate
ion. 1961; Strassman ci at., 1956). Although it might be argued that
reported, they invariably occur in violence-free settings in which
targets are
chological distress was to some extent caused by physical abuse and
coerced by peers who arc their intimates (}-linkel and Wolfe, 1956.
160).
ovation, reports of responses directly related to physical abuse
components of
influence process are lacking. Knowledge of the potential for physical
abuse
 probably a factor in the targets estimate of the threat potential of he
The inference consistent with these reports is that psychological
disturbance is
                                                                        
more likely to be induced when targets of the influence process actively
trolling organization. Physical debilitation due to the effects of poor
diet ~                    participate in group-based interaction and
have been induced to tell the group
er health factors should also be viewed as a context factor which, at
least,                      about their histories and sentiments. One
explanation for the relationship is th~
uced the individuals ability to cope with stress. It is probably
reasonable to                    public exposure of even moderately
intimate aspects of self permits peers to
cube all targets of these influence programs as (1) physicaUy and
emotionally                     continually manipulate the targeCs
emotionaliry. Peer group members have the
ised as well as (2) extremely apprehensive if not terrorized due to
awareness                     ability to focus their criticisms on
significant aspects of the targets self and to
the ever-present and often arbitrary use of punishment power by the
repeatediy arouse guilt and anxiety.



trolling organization (Farber et .1., 1956; Gaylin, 1974). As reported
below,
vever, neither physical abuse nor deprivation was necessary for the
influence                     In these programs, it appears that
aversive arousal, coupled with peer rejection,
cess to cause psychiatric casualties.
                                                                        
became the driving force through which the target was coerced. Through
this
orts of rates of severe psychiatric disturbance have not been published
There                     procedure, conformity to behavioral demands
was obtained. Targets, moo vated
                                                                        
by a desist to avoid further social/emotional punishment. learned to
perform
eneral recognition of the ability of all versions of the influence
procedures tO                  according to role prescriptions defined
by the organization. The peer group's
uce personal confusion, disorientation, and variously described
psychological                     ability to immediately punish
resistance, through members abilities to arouse
urbances in targets (Hinkle and Wolf. 1956; Schein ci ml., 1960; Schein
and                       and sustain anxiety and guilt, permitted the
organization ~o avoid the use of
ger. 1962; Strassman ci al., 1956). In revolutionary university and
cadre                         physical punishment except under rare
circumstances. Social and psychological
ning schools, there was no period of physical abuse prior to
participation in                     punishment by peers became the
workhorse of the system. For many individuals
dl group interaction. Typically, these programs were entered
voluntarily.                         ~is process induced psychological
breakdown.

'olutionary university and cadre training experiences are reported to
have                                   "Second Generation of interest"
P'
duced the highest rate of dramatic psychopathological response of any of
~
rograms
tems tinder discussion (I-tinkle and Wolf, 1956). The stress of struggle
We term as second generation of interest those examples of coercive
influence
ups, peer pressure, constant surveillance together with the reluirements
~                        and behavior control programs which are
currently creating public concern.'
-exposure and self-accusation regularly resulted in psychological
breakdown.                      r~y can be distinguished from r~t
generation~ programs in several ways. One
on (1961) reports that influence pressures at revolutionary universities
Oflas                    of the significant differences is that the
organizations and residential
ilted in psychotic breaks of tansp~ilied severity. AL cadre training
schools,                     communities Within which programs are
carried out lack the power of the State

  the majority of students ultimately reached the point at which they
to command participation. Further, they lack the right of the State to
back
  went through an emotional crisis associated with tears and
demands for compliance and conformity with the use of force. This



results in a
  depression... A religious fervor and a feeling of conversion
radically different method of generating the initial involvement of
targets with
                                                                        
second generation organizations.
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he meihod typic~IIy relies on capilalizing upon some area of overlap
behveen
~e ,nterelts of the target and the advertised activity or service of the
In addition to material and structurai changes, the ability of the
organization to
iganization. The point of overlap may involve anything from an exercise
increase ill relative power over the individuals life depends upon
shifting the
 ogram. treatment for psychological or physical ailments, growth
programs for                      target's social and emotional
attachments to individuals who have accepted the
 rsonal development, the realization of superhuman abilities, or an
interest in                    organizatiOn's authority and rules. For
this reason, when being recruited to some
 fatiation with a spiritual or social movement.
organizations, individuals find themselves ruipients of great affcctaon,
displays
                                                                        
of interest, and virtually endless invItations to group functions.
Targets are often
 order to conduct a coercive influence and behavior control program, an
expected to involve their families with the recruiting organization.
Family
ganization must obtain both psychological dominance over an individual
and a                       membefi, OnCe involved, are subject to the
same influence process as was the
 nsiderable measure of power in the individual's life. The second
necessary                        original target. This may lead to
family members' becoming more committed to
ement. actual power. is often attained in newer organizations by making
the                        the organization than to the relative who
lint brought them in.
iget's continuing relations with intimales and friends, as well as
economic                        With increasing time and emotional
commitment to a new group, it is obvious
curtly, contingent upon continuing membership in the otgantzat on.
that a targets network of organizationally independent intimates arid
friends watt

iie initial phase of recruitment often involves an organized seductions
period                     atrophy if for no other reason than
decreasing contact. If an organization requires
iring which affective bonds between recruiting agents and the target are



procl&iiiiiiig a viewpoint that seems bizarre when baldly stated (e.g.,
expectations
~veliiped (I3airibrtdge, 1978; Ofshe et al., 1974. 1980; Taylor, 1978:
West and                    of acquisition of superhuman powers, the new
order is at hand, etc). or if
inger, 1980). During this period, targets are encouraged to believe that
~                         organization requires highly assertive or
unusual demeanor, targets we liable
rganization can provide a service they desire or that it is committed to
goals                     discover difficulties emerging in relations
with friends or family members wh-
 ey value. The strength of developing bonds is continually tested
against                          no longer understand them.
emands for increasing involvement and deference to the demands of the
                                                                        
An organization will have maximized its structural and social power over
a target
~ntrotting organization.
                                                                        
if it succeeds in introducing changes into the persons life such that
the
ifluence tactics figure in the development of a target's dependence on
an                          individuals intimates are all subject to its
authority and the organization conuols
rganizatton in at least two ways. Direct social pressure may be used to
induce a                   the target's income, employment, capital, and
social life. Under these
~quence of decistons leading to the establishment of power relations
which                         circumstances, a person threatened with
cipulsion is threatened simultaneously
                                                                        
with being cut off from many of the major social supports upon which
stability
nable an organization to coerce an individual. Depending on the basis
for the                      of identity and emotional weIl.being
depend. The controlling organization can
;iparent interest overlap between the organization and the individual,
create this level of extreme threat since the individuals who matter
most to the
;u~cements to accept the authonty of the organization and to conform to
its
festyte rules may come from promises to achieve a cure for a
longstanding                          target are subject to the
organization's authority and will reject the person if the
 obtem, to improve the individual, to develop a career for the target
with the                     organization does so,
rgani.zation. or through the availability of a neady.made community into
which                     If an organization succeeds in shifting a
target's social ties to other
ic target may fit. The target is confronted by people seeming to be
genuinely                      organizational members, it gains the
potential to bind the person to the
'terested in his or her weU-being. Recruiters, whatever their
sentiments, act as                   organization in a fashion which far
exceeds the binding power of ,nvestrnenr
 ents of the conuolling organization and ease the target along the road
to                         job, and residence. Immersed in a social
world in which peer esteem aL
CPeO&flCt.
disapproval are dispensed for conformity to community norms, an
individual wi



                                                                        
find that community standards become the only standards available for
sel.
~ften, initial acceptance of the authority and rules of the organization
leads to                  evaluation.
ructural and material changes in the individual's life which render the
target
'creasingly dependent on continuing membership. For example, targets may
be                        Common attributes of programs of coercive
influence and control are strict rules
.duced to move into a communally organized residence, accept employment
in                         inhibiting private expressions of
disagreement with community or company
0 organization's business, leave school, or contribute whatever economic
assets                    policy. It is also often expected that members
will make frequent public
'icy control. Given these sotts of commitments, rejection by the
organization                      expressions of agreement with policy
and acceptance of community norms. One
.'ould entail loss of job, residence, and investment.
reason for the widespread existence of such rules is their restraining
effect on the

o                       ri~ Cia luic Sraa4uez Jowraoi, Vol. 3. No. I, J~
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rnaLion ot political opposiLOn within the group (O(shc, 1980; Selznick.
group st.anduds is, by definition, voluntary. That is, there as pressure
to publicly
,O).
agree that action is voluntary.

~ddiuion to inhibiting organiLed oppc~ition. the elimination of the
expression                  Penpheral self-evaluations are also likely
to be manipulated through the same
ounter.authoi'tY sentiments and demands for public displays of agreement
mechanisms of community control. Since community-defined values and
h community standards have additional effects. These are the elimination
of                     standards are the basis on which peers and
management dispense approval and
lence of the validity and very existence of alternative standards for
judgment                  disapproval, these standards organize
virtually all feedback to the individual. If
 in the group. Promoting displays of agreement with management policy
the target is to exist in the community, he or she must conform to
community
vjr~ds observer' that others in the group accept management direcuveL A
rules even if they are not privately accepted. Once again the target is
faced with
on introduced into a community operating with these requirements for
the problem of integrating public conformity to one set of standards and
private



~iting criticism and displaying agreement finds pervasive reinforcement
for                     disagreemefiL The target must either remain
aware of the discrepancy between
                                                                        
personal standards for self.evaluatiOii and community standards, while
 cubr aspects of behavior and for verbal expressions which are
consistent                       behaviorally confoawflg to community
standards, or accept community st.andards
                                                                        
as his or her own. Constantly faced with this demand, it is likely that
targets
 community positions.
e the target chooses to interact with peers, the only available medium
for                      will abandon personal standards in favor of
those of the controliing environment
 nunication is in group determined modes of thought and expression. When
Relinquishing these standards relieves the target of the constant burden
of being
rnunity.approved terminology is employed, the target gets approval. When
aware that there is, in a sense, a secret and disapproving private
selfjudging the
 vocabularies or concepts are employed, the target is criticized and
shunned.                   performance of the persons public self.

                                                                        
The effects we describe are not easily produced or maintained. We
suspect that if
 ugh dispensing approval or criticism and isolation, the organization
 urages the target to employ the appropnate terminology and to find
merit in
cts of the community position. The target is. in a special fashion,
being                       the environment is to approach even
temporary realization of these effects on
liurated to a new world. The target is not ordered explicitiy to
contort" to                    cognition and self-evaluation, rules
about expression of dissent from community
 nunity rules. As the process of reinforcing and punishing the targets
positions must be successfully enforced. If targets are able to share
with one
rents proceeds. the cumulative effect is to restrict the targets
expressions to                 another their private doubts and
reservations, the principles of the reinforcement
 ~unaty.approved forms.
structure are violated. Knowledge that others maintain private standards
different
                                                                        
from supposed community consensus, will support independent judgment If
a
 dividual immersed in a world in which communication is strictly limited
target were to discover that many of those who participate in the
criticism of the
 either remain aware of the difference between private beliefs and
permitted                    target's deviant actions actually shared
the targets disagreement. the genuineness
 c expression or. somehow, come to reconcile public expression with
of the criticism would be destroyed and the punishment value of the
activity
 ie self. In an environment that permits peer interaction only in terms
of                      significantly reduced. If, however, a target
lacks even occasional external support
 n values and beliefs, it as likely that even a persons statements about



what                   for doubts, It Is seductively easy and conflict-
resolving to, at some point,
 she actually values will eventually be molded into the contours of the
literally abandon old standards by creating the rationalization that 1
now
 oIling environment. This leaves the person in the position of surfac.
understand' the conectness of the community's viewpoint, or even that 1
don't
 mity with perhaps private disagreement.
understand it,, but I will msst the community and confonn.

 ig to participate for an extended period In an environment in which an
Although It Is theoretically possible to maintain a double standard of
public
 dual must, on a daily basis, use a given ideology and set of customs as
the                    conformity and private disagreement indefinitely,
there is evidence that even in
 for integrating action with the behavior and conversation of others can
have                   prisoner populations, at least temporary
attribution to self for beliefs and values
 verlul cumulative effect. Because the reinforcement structure of the
demanded by captors was common. A substantial part of the interest in
Cirst
 nment is arranged to shape behavior, participation in the environment
will                     generation' pmgrams of influence and control
was caused by the unexpected
    a history of activity which, when reviewed, would normally tend so
lead                     reactions of mon-Chinese released from thought
reform camps and returning
 dividual to conclude that perspectives and values consistent with these
POW's. For at least a short period after their release, many former
prisoners
 ries are indeed his or her own (Dciii. 1972). In some groups, there as
expressed sentiments seemingly reflective of the ideology of their
captors.
 lerable attention given to pointing out to the individual that
conformity to                   Although these sentiments were rapidly
shed upon release from captivity. thesr
                                                                        
attira*s ~pd judgment standards were very much biased by their expei
ences.
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unlike attitude changes as ordinarily beated in the literature, the soul
otshifk to                    gIoIapIrK)nitorng as to conformity on any
and all of these aspects. In effect,
(lie community's position we are describing does not seem to result in
stable                      unique worlds are creaed within which people
ofien expect to live their entire
cognitive reorganization or even stable attributions to self as the
sounce of                      lives. Wish expectations for lengthy



residence and total involvement. ii is ot
beliefs. Persons fully involved an the contiDlling environment may m
intaun that                   Surprising to fluid that resident., are
under pervasive pressure to accept the
                                                                        
standards of the society as their own.
they bclieve the grOup's ideology and that they freely accept it. It is
often the
:ase, however, that after terminating membership, and therefore being
removed                      Conttol in such a world comes in two ways.
One is in the power of leadership to
from the constant support and coercion present in the environment,
seeming
~eliet and confidence in the ideology of the group rapidly erode. This
often leaves                specify precisely what will be the values
and norms of the environmen~ The
he person in a state of considerable confusion since he or she can no
longer                       second source of control in the community
is the power to choose how and when
                                                                        
to utilize methods of coercive influence to promote conformity to chosen
beliefs
inderstand the basis for prior conformity to the groups standards.
and policies.

{ather than conceive of the shift towards conformity standards during
residence                                   Techniques of Coercive
Influence
n the group as the result of attitude change, it may be more fruitful to
view the
hift in behavior as the result of direct suppression of aspects of the
persons                     As with first generation programs, second
generation programs emplr'
elf. Once separated from the reinforcement structure of the enviionment
and.                         oedures which undermine self-confidence and
manipulate a targets emotion.
herefore. lacking constant group pressure to retrain from acting upon or
even                      arousal to motivate learning and for purposes
of behavioral control. Unlike firu
nteruining deviant thoughts, old viewpoints, and standards for
evaluation may                      generation programs, Second
generation programs tend to rely on the target's
eassers themselves. This reassertion may be Surprising so the former
group                         already established standards for judging
guilt and performance. They tend so
nember and may cause the member to doubt that the groups ideology was
ever                         direct their efforts at magnifying
awareness of guilt or inadequacy by focusing
'cheved.
the target's aUention on memories of stressful and emotionally
significant events
                                                                        
in his or her past. The result is often a dramatic increase in anxiety
and the
                       Milieu          Control
creation of a strong need to resolve it. Since participation in these
activities is
                                                                        
typically promised to result in relief from emotional problems or an
improved
irit and second generation programs differ In the extent to which they



performance, targets of second generation programs are likely so
participate
ffectively use milieu control as an influence tactic. Milieu control in
first                      fully.
eneration programs was extensive over an envi.ronmenu which was distinct
from
~e targets usual environmenL Whether it was a prison, training center,
or t~*                      The cause of existing emotional or physical
problems or inferior performance u
Jucation camp. it was a special place at which targets resided for
defined penso~~s                often explained as the result of
particular 'improperly experienced events or
Vhile in residence, targets could be obLiged to participate in special
activities ~                inadequat, behaviors in the targets past.
For example, one growth program
~'bjected to close monitoring. The social organization of these
environments                       alleges that imperfect vision is
caused by a person's having refused to sce
ould be, and was, designed to foster cognitive change in targets. The
milieu                       something In the past. Others claim that
all of a targets interpersonal problems
as. however, merely a semporaay place for the Individual and the persons
With                      are caused by snexpressed feelings associated
with childhood events. As a meth&
born the target interacted. They had concern for one another which were
for rapidly curing problems allegedly caused by particular past events,
some..
nuted so their common, relatively ahon.term, residence in these apecual
places                     organizations advocate recalling memories of
traumatic or difficult events and
itli their limited and special t)~5
attempting to 'fully experience' and express all associated emotions.
                                                                        
Supposedly, the full expression of the emotion associated with the event
will
~cond generation programs often far exceed this level of milieu control
by                         inedia~y cure the target's cunent problems.
This theory rationalizes inducing
 panding the size of the milieu which is controlled and the length of
time It ~                    the target So focus attention on
emotionally difficult past events and justifies the
 be the targets milieu. Expansion of the milieu involves including
within It a
eater range of the target's life activities while still maintaining a
high level of                organization's use of any available
techniques to promote intense emotional
incrol over all activities. One method for accomplishing this Is to
establish                      aroUSal.
sidential communities within which family, occupational, educational,
Some second generation programs rely heavily on peer group techniques,
similar
 Lrirual, and social life is conducted. In these communities all aspects
of life                   to encounter groups, but with a focus on
intimate rather rather than peripheral
 n, at least in theory, be defined for residents, and residents can be
subjeci to                  topics. Other second generation programs
employ more sophisticated emotion-
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ar~ising tactics. Techniques used in clinical psychotherapeutic practice
are often                     interpreted within the framework of the
organizatio&s theory, it is not surprising
appropriated to the programs. Hence, much of what has been learned about
the                           dial targets can be significantly
influenced (Bern 3972; Schaccer, 3965). Eor
management of emotional experience in the practice of clinical
psychology and                          example, one mass training
organization reports that fully 25% of those who
psychiatry is brought into play as a method through which to cause the
target to                       begin the organizations first course are
subsequently induced to become unpaid
experience intense emotion.
labor and recruiten for the organization. As a method for preparing
targets for
                                                                        
long tenn residence in a dierapeutic     community, one psychotherapy
cult
Given a target's initial willingness to participate, a range of
exercises cm be used                   subjected targets to a several-
week-long period of emotional stress. Another
to generate intense emotional arousal. For example, in some cases
meditative                           organization prepares targets for
long-term involvement through early extensive
and hypnotic techniques are used to accomplish arousal. In some
programs,                              hypnosis training and exercises
directed at the recovery of stressful moments
targets in trance states are induced to imagine hypothetical events and
react to                       from the target's past.
them with full emotional expression. The hypothetical circumstances
might
involve a disaster or the realization of the target's greatest fear. In
other instances                Given a theory that asserts that cure,
transformation, or enhanced functioning
hypnosis is used to induce targets to wecapture die details of an event
such as rape                   follows from fully experiencing stressful
events and fully expressing emotions
or a parents death scene. Using simple hypnotic techniques, some
programs                              associated with these events, if a
target is not cured, transformed, or improved,
manipulate targets into fantasizing events from put l.ives. the moment
of their                        the reason Is obvious. The target mu:.t
have failed to fully experience the even'
conception, or other memories they expect now to be available to whens.
or to have fully expressed the as.~jcsated emotions. Therefore, until
die targL
Through the use of hypnosis and suggestion targets can be led to
supposedly we                         acknowledges relief from wh~ ever
emotional problem or deficiency prompted
experience moments of intense emotion from their pasts or even from
their                              initial interest in the program, tie
or she may be required to repeat the exercise of
imagined past lives.
locating and reliving difficult life events. Even if the target is



willing to agree
                                                                        
that he or she is fjxed, the rganization may not always allow the target
to
Similarly, some groups employ emotional flooding techniques, the
stripping                             claim transformation. In some
xganizations, when an individual's productivity
away of psychological defenses, and provide elaborate emotion-evoking
goes down, or when the person is inadequately enthusiastic, it is
assumed that
exercises. Targets may be expected to engage in role-playing exercises
and replay                      the further release of supposed problem-
causing emotion is required. The person
scenes from their pasts. They may be expected to role.play themselves or
others,                       is obliged to undergo more of die group's
curative exercises.
now acting out what they     really (dC ln all such exercises there is
an
expectation that what the target will discover is a strong emotion
underlying the                                 Second Generation Program
Casualties
characters behavior, and the target is expected to express this emotion.
                                                                        
We believe that in the course of seeking to gain power over the
individual
Often the arousal techniques used by second generasicm programs are
lii*ed irno                        through the use of arousal states as
influence techniques, some programs may
sequences which have a       maraghon     character. That is, the
intensive                            have the effect of unleashing more
anxiety and emotion than the person can
ndoctrination portion of the organizations system for managing new
tolerate. Traumatic events, about wh 9i 'he target has successfully
established
articipants may continue for a weekend or for as long as a month. In
some                              defenses, may be recalled in such a
w;sy; t& neutralize the persons established
nitances, the organization may stretch the intensive indoctrination
period over a                      method for handling the emotion
relatcd ~o the topic. Stripping a person's
pan of several months with short breaks between portions. The effects of
defenses in this manner may have devas*a~,n~ ot'.sequences.
epeatedly e"nploying techniques for generating intense arousal should
not be
)verlooked. There is likely to be an interaction between the frequency o
raising                       Often die procedures used to accompla..
ciatot onal arousal are applied
f psychologically stressful topics and the strength of the target's
response. For                      simultaneously to large groups, or
when dc.. e .~n .n individual basis follow a
xample, if stress experience disturbs a target's sleep cycle, the
persons ability                      fixed format. When done in either
fashion, there is no possibility of monitoring
 control subsequent stress responses will likely deteriorate as fatigue
~                              the content of the experience remembered
by the target. When the event recalled
~s fatigue and disorientation increase, the effects of the techniques
ased ~                           is something such as childhood physical
or sexual abuse, rape, the death of a
enerate arousal are likely to iarease.
parent, or an action about which the target   is particularly ashamed,



fully
                                                                        
experiencing the emotion associated with the event may prove, quite
 aven the intial desire of targets to benefit from involvement with the
training                       overwhelming.
 ganization and the the ability of the organization to manipulate the
target, peer
 oup, and environment to provide targets with experiences that can be
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Th seU.eiemenu threatened by second generation programs an th~e which
haw
Judging from reports of studies of targets of both r~m and second
generation                     grown out of experiences and feelings
generated in deeply intimate relationship.
influence systems, long periods of exposure to the survelilance and
interpasonal
cono~ol procedures necessary so maintain hiCh levels of conformity can
induce a                  and emotionally charged transactions over the
persons lifetime. These arc the
      of at least temporary confusion and disorientation when the
controlling                    elements of the historical, experiencing
self which has feelings dating back to
state
early childhood. Coping with emotions over the years shapes the
development of
system is withdrawn (Hinkle and Wolf. 1936; Lifton, 1961; Singer. 1978.
~                        specific psychological defense mechanisms used
by the pet~on (Or handling
1986).
emotions from past and present interactions. The central self has to
cope with

There is a growing suspicion and slowly accumulating evidence that the
practices                 resonating to memories of experiences of
intimacy, intenSe affective states,
of some spiritual or psychological growth' programs which, in our
opinion,                       family relationships, sexual experiences,
and traumatic life events. These central
can be consadered examples of second generation influence programs, hay,
a                       self-elements define the inner, private domain
in which emotions, past and
significant potential to induce far mote serious  niage than
ieataoon. ~                   present, are experienced and dealt with
and where that special sense of self
(1977. 1978) reports that long term involvement can lead so aa~sinnt ~
experienced as nie' Is located. Psychological coping and baiance is
maintained
for
through the central selrs ability to monitor and control emotions



stirred up by
   those whose histories suggest that they were normal prior to
involvement                      reacting to and providing
interpretations for both outer and inner peiceptions and (
and can exacerbate problems for those with histories of psychological
aluoughjmidging what Is reaL
difficulties. Reports by Glass at aL, (1977). Kizich and Glass (2977),
Higgit and
Murray (1983), mid Haaken and Adims (1983) suggest that sonin
psychological
growth programs which depend heavily on the manipulation of unusual body
First generation program attacks focused on peripheral elements of self.
They
states and emotional arousal have the potential to induce psychiatric
constituted a degree of attack on the psychological stability of the
person far
disturbances. Glass et al. and Klrsch and Glass report on seven
casualties of a                  different from second generation
attacks on central self-elements. Attacking a
mass training program. Five casualties were diagnosed as schizophrenic,
~                        targets confidence in the rightness of
political opinions and appropriateness of
with paranoid symptomatology, one was manic-depressive, and one was
social class position may have caused humiliation, embarassment, and
punishing
                                                                        
emotional arousal. It may even have been life-threatening. We do not
mean to
diagnosed as having a depressive neurosis. Only one of the seven had a
PI3~iO4i5                 imply that such treatment did not evoke strong
emotional reactions in those so
history of disorder. All seven patients presented symptoms during or
shortly after               treated. Rather, we want to contrast the
hypothesized difference in impact of
completion of the ~
having one's own political background attacked and the attendant
distress caused

            Peripheral and Central Elements of Self:
thereby, with the impact of having one's core psychological stability
and defense
                   Psychodynamic Commentary
mechanwns stripped away as can be done by the techniques used in second
                                                                        
generation programs.
second generation programs of coercive influence and behavior control
appear mc
iizectly attack the core sense of being - the central self-image, ~ ~q ~
of                      We suspect that this sort of stripping of a
person's central coping mechanisms Is
ealness and existence of the self. In contrast, the attack of rust
generation                    the key to understanding the reason (or
psychological casualties in these
rograms is on a peripheral property of self, one's political and social
views. Tb.               programs u well as understanding why some
programs are able to cause such a
                 be seen as mere wrong learnings imposed from t~ie outer
rapid and apparently dramatic acceptance of the program's advocated
ideolog'
atter views could
Apparently for some persons, bypassing traditional coping mechanisms b)



vorld. for which there could be easy substitutions. The inner person,
the self,
vas not the focus of attack. The newer programs can make the target feel
that ~                  inducing them so vividly recall or relive events
of great emotional significance
core me is defctive. Alter the self or perish Is the motto. Thus intense
anxiety                 can ciwaw a psychologically powerful experience.
For some, the experience
an be engendereti about the worthiness and even the existence of the
self. ~                     appears mc be sufficient so induce
psychological decompensazaon.
elf is under attack to merge with and identify with the offered new
model.                       For those not so overwhelmed by the
experience, we suspect that it creates
eclings of personal disintegration can be induced. For many, there is a
circumstances In which the easiest way so reconstitute the self and
obtain a new
emporary to more lasting identification with the contents, demeanors,
and                        equilibrium is so identify with the aggressor
and accept the ideology of the
rescribed behaviors advocated by the programs operators Just as there
was with                   authority figure who has reduced the person
to a state of profound confusion. In
he first generation programs. It also appears that attacks on the
central elements               effect. the new ideology (psychological
theory, spiritual system, etc.) functions
I self may have certain grave and not yet fully determined effects,
as a defense mechanism. It protects the individual from having to
further directly
                                                                        
Inspect emotions from the past which are overwhelming. Thc person is
then able
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to focus auent ion on some intellectual absa'acuon rather than on
details of the                 organizations lend to involve people as
agents used to sell commerejal Programs
distressing events themsdves.
to others. For the purposes of this paper we are drawing primanly on
programs
                                                                        
which involve targets for lengthy periods of time and often include
either
                                                                        
communal residence or near isolation from relationships from non-group
                                  Notes
members.

I. The phrase coordinated programs of coercive influence and behavior
contror
is introduced to escape any suggestion that this form of influence and
social                                            R efere Aces



control depends upon the unique historical circumstances under which it
was
previously studied. Further, and of equal importance, our introduction
of a new                  Bambndge, W. S.
term is motivated by a desire to separate this analysis from some of the
1978 Satan ~s Powr: A Deviant Prychotherapy Cult. Berkeley:
connotations which have become associated with the terms thought
reform,"                               University of California Press.
(
coercive persuasion.  and brainwashing."
Bearak, B.
                                                                        
1984 Raid on Cult Stirs Dispute in Vermont. Los Angeles: Los
 Brainwashing" is the least satsfacrory of the common names for the
~4,~geles Time:. July 10.
phenomenon. It conjures up, at least for the non-professional reader,
ide~s of                   Bern, D. I.
mindless automatons deprived of their capacity for decision-making.
Thought                        1972 Self-perception theory. Advan~ es Zn
Erperiaental Social
reform is a more neutral term but has ar. histozical connotation linking
it tO a                        Psychology. 6, L Berkowitz (Cd.) New
York: Academic.
range of atempu to propagandize, indoctrinate, and re-educate as well as
Bradlee, B. Jr. and D. Van Att.a
coercively influence and control China's population after Mao's
revolution. As                     3981 Prophet of Blood. New York: G.P.
Putnam's Sons.
generally used. "coercive persuasion" connotes a substantial reliance on
physical                Bugliosi, V. and C. Gentry
abuse and imprisonment. It is a term developed to describe procedures
used On                      1974 Helter Skelter. New York: Bantam
Books.
U.S. and U.N. rrulirary personnel who were captured during the Korean
War.                       Chen, T.F.X.
                                                                        
1960 Thou gAs Reform of she Chinese Intellectuals. New York: Oxford.
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Abstract

Richard 0/she, Ph. D., is Professor of Sociology as she University of
This paper describes con variation In lb. baflering phenomenon
California. Berkeley.
which was Initially, observed among low-income women. The
                                                                        
strategies of coercion aid deception utilized by the abusive male in
Ma,~aret T. Sin get, Ph. D., is Professor of Psychology at alw
Urtiversity                  these relntionships as. described and
compared with similar strategies
  - ~i/o rnia. Berkeley.
of mnind cona'o1 utilized In more traditional 'culdc systems. The
                                                                        
debilitating efrects of these technIques on the battered female are
                                                                        
described, U Is the bntsulng males owe separation reaction, and the
                                                                        
probable dynamics of the men and women Involved in this
                                                                        
pathological family system. Some preliminary assessment and
                                                                        
treatment guidelines - alt mud.

                                                                        
Over the last decade, Increasing attention has been paid the phenomenon
of
                                                                        
"wife battering." a syndrome that appears to transcend both social class



and
                                                                        
ethnicity (Berk, Dark, Loe.kn, £ Rauma, 1953; Mania, 1976; Dobash &
                                                                        
Dobash, 1979; (Islles. 1974, 1976; Hilbermam, 1960; Seinmecz, 1977;
                                                                        
although, see Pagan, Stems, & Hansen, 1953; Snyder and Fruchunan, 1981).
                                                                        
Utle reseach, however. has Identifled or differentiated probable
variations in
                                                                        
the battering phenomenon (with some exceptions, Snyder and Fnachtzuan,
                                                                        
1981; Walker. 1979). Nor has Is adequately specified the situational and
                                                                        
dispositional factors that may come to precipitate or characterize these
vanous
                                                                        
forms of abuse.

                                                                        
The present paper seeks to describe one variation In the battering
phenomenon
  A
that the authors have frequently observed among low-income women and
                                                                        
perhaps Indirectly. to encourage the Identiticatlo. of other variations
In th.~
                                                                        
phenomenon of spossal abuse. N the heart of the particular syndrome to
be
                                                                        
described here Is a form of mind cona~l or kalnwashing' - that is, a set
                                                                        
of potent social influence techniques levied against the victimized
female by
                                                                        
the abusive male. Elsewhere sunned "the marital brainwashing syndrOfl'~"
                                                                        
(Boulcue, 1950, 1981). this familial puera Is characterized by many of
the
                                                                        
same features of psychological coercion and deception that may be used
to
                                                                        
distinguish religious or political culls from other tightly knit social
systems
                                                                        
in society (Andersen, 1954; Andersen A Zlmbardo, 1980). Further, It Is
                                                                        
unlikely that thu syndrome is limited to low-income couples (see Dutton
A

                                                                        
* Thu attach rust appeuei * C.mwusiay Alental Health J.ur,s~l. Vol. 21,
No.
                                                                        
2, Summer 1955.11 Is reprint.' with the permission ef th. publisher.
Human
                                                                        
Sciences Press, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011.
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                  Scientology: To Be Perfectly Clear
                                                                        
I taaaai.~
                  ~\ill i.ttll Sims          B.titibridgc
I mba.

                  Rxlncv     Stark
,, *,,,~

                          ri; 4 II z'h,aat~'tin
ti~. aaa;a.

                       .\a aa',ai~ta,a~'*t. SUi iif the *,a rL'c't it
ita~ii,.'iti. 4 (IdI'.  1.11,0%          fi. ~ti~     .v.~ .txt, .O
~It.'u .an,1               * ,ai~, .ia at
                                                                        
tIis,'a~      if
                      ,aaimberi asp to as .asperhasrnoaa fry,'1 'f
,,acagtatif as laat?aaataals,' &,iaaaa'Ia n.a cmi,  V  p~aper pre.eaa'
'~ -                      ijia uLanat
                     hors' the s~ult can appear to hswe 5uccteded an
accumplashs'sg this task. tUe argue that clear ha. been
                     transformed from a paostukzted o4.rtnae state E~
bong ante a uael&buttTelsed jamal ~ in ~
ing to an~
'a
                     stratified social structure of the mdi. Four
strategies invented by the founder of Scientology encouro~e
j)itst CXIX
                      ,nenabers to play the role aaaacwtevl aiiM the
clear attains: ~) prohibition of atadpeodent creatmnta 0,1,1
ilevelop
                     ,-a'aaluaata,an a~ cIa sirs, g2 .leaelopanent of a
hierairhy aa/ 'hit it.,. helou' clear. i)) raailiatioaa of the preci
carat the              ~      .~t
                     a rasnal italce iii as/na'oad pr.agsr. s.  it
.l'a'clai,'aaireatt .',t ii hierarchy 'if itatas'.'a!o.a -, clear. ihe
.cteaati'Ia'tv            (alit II1~I St Ii
                     procesaes supposedl'r alale to annA, people
clearare example; of modern magic -mental and                  imbolac
eXCTfl*fl
                      sudertakin to accamphah the impa.a.zhlr -and
therata're are laighlv subject 'a etnpincal divonfirmation.
A ni
                     Deipate the ntainaemaal    *u((e52i .aJ the iislt '
Iraitcgta'i to protect aLa naagsa. tie 'as s,'geit that Scieiatoiaga
*,uss h~                 atavrr.a
                     forced to evolve store fuik, into a true religion
that promises napernaturol rewords which ON/S con lie
ji~stlii.

                                                                        
Addnia
                     obtained in a u'orld be-send the tesases.
                                                                        
ot his
                                                                        
I 95th
                     Scientology. the vast pss~-hosherap~ cult founded
hi science-fiction writer L. Rim



the 't
                  Hubbard. offers members an alleged state of high
mental development known as dear. A
                  recent advertisement urged: "Go Clear- For the flrs4
time in your life you will be tratli
preelear,
                                                                        
I95Ob:3~
                  yourself. On the Clearing Course you will smoothly
achieve the stable State of Clear with:
without
                  Good Memory. Raised l.Q.. Strong Will Power. Magnetic
Personalits Amazing Vitality.
1950b:lt
                  (:rearise Imagination." For years. goit;~ clear has
been the prime goal for Scienrologists
rcc:tll ~t
                  ataRI tait taaenalk't% itt    Haabh.aaaIs earlier
l)i.ga;eti~s naaavenaeaat. Otarsialers                      tillS
tliaitlt       tltit        ala ,es ataa
                  Saen taalogv act naIls c~t n crea a e c;u-aa '. as
clear pe rsaann are called, hut he Latest issue ad (2,-va
I tall an
                  .\'ew reports that a total of I 6*~4-f 9 people had
reached this tnarvelous state hi the middle taB
                                                                        
a;trretit
                  1979.
195' th: I.
                     Perhaps Scientologis dainty are true, and these
legions realls have attained a super-
lii 19
                  normal level of mental fund totting anai emotional
health. Bitt there are good reasons br
                                                                        
ttttt'*etfli
                  doubting the testimonials of eveti 16.849
Scientologists. First. other techniques hascil on
I9ti8a: I
                  rested principles of behavioral science cannot produce
a scare like clear. Second. controlleal.
establisi
                  scientific studies verifsit;g the characteristics
claimed for clears have not flooded the
ilociritti
                  si .ttn Ia ad ji nar-nals. rhit-al . while
Scientologasa h.tse creatcal a sigornus meligia ins niosenietit
~ alt
                  thes hase not taken charge of major secuLar
aasstttuttotts as true stiperatieti could. Forattlt.
                                                                        
Icars. a
                  reponsbv outsiders (includitig one of us) who have
interacted with dears do not convei the
the eruc
                  impression that dears are markedly superior people. Of
course, alternate explanations
Rattiriit;
                  extst for each of these four poitirs. but they render
plausible the view that the claims for
tislaigisr.



                  clear are false and raise the question of how
thousands of individuals could be seriousli
rewar~
                  mtsraken about their own abilities.
i.rg~aIaiI
                     This paper offers a theor' explaining how people
tuigha agree they had indeed gotte
                  clear, without a significatit real change in their
objective abilities or esen to rhetr stthecnse
Pratlai/aat
                  stare. Although inspired bx six maiiths participant
observatiota inside the cult atid bs a
Hiahi
                  La a-ge ha aa Is at1 lit ea;at u i-c hi Ii ta I
.tha;ttt H at bb.a ra Is ant asenacot . this e~s;ts is a heawet ic;ai
rat her               *     ~ ~
                  a la.an ca ha ai iga.; ph it. Oat r ceta a a 'a it
hesis is t h.it de;ta is not .a statd' at l)etSa athil uleve Ia apt;
aetat           at         jatitaiaat
                  all, but a int-ittl stat to  ott I~rai tag hi atiaar
is it h itt the au Its it at us si stean and a iena.a aid It a g aera at
a a                 I; at I a Ia
                  kitads a af heh.a~
ai........."A'ale qita lit ic' .r'
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               IL                      '.d w o  .iul ~ [(~ ~
ld~*~.;htIgr~I4.~:iIhu. :~ii~:~;:      ~r'~l  ,iICICJIi'
                                                                        
*1
  r                                          le C\l)l.Inl .Iccej~.iittw
.1 tIn' 'waiwi'. withit, 'wtiI,nImn~~ rwtttjw; Iw :nl.ivnvri !(~
                                       \VI,IIII .1 '. aljct~ ol 'initlai
~i.it wp'cs ii illctZccl 1xrs~i,t;iI 1)erf cit in. 'tat Ii is nh'.',..~,
ii
                                       ii i mc nialist Ch ristianit ~
and .atar, in /en.
                                       Iliabluril fi,*ss descrsbe(l
clear in an article in the Nbv 193t1 issue of .I~nunding Sciei,re
                                     I-'. rum. I-Ic began hs (liscussing
'w he optimum brain.' modeled on "the optimum comput-
                                        nuchine. Hinting ili.ut his
rc~arlcrs might personalli acquire an opninwwnni hrain.hesaid.
                                       It~iilhlie(l bs ~icwpoinI dit(l
~tlut:itjoti.il data. It shoolui he alrivzv.~ right. itS answers net cv
                                            Huhh;trd. I ¶t5Oa:-b). A
calculator can gi~e wrong answers it. for example. a
     'iAI,frl thou,a,ul              ~'tIstJI1t 5 t' added to every
compurawiion because or raise programming. To restore the
             a thrvri ~              u.iktalators mathematical
perfection. we need only clear the 3. To restore perfect function-
JC that dea, laas been
a) status in                         ing to any intact human brain, we



need only clear false programming acquired in the ownrs
Scsevuielngy encourage          t    past experiences. The task of
Dianetics. as Hubbard called his early techniques, was to
!pendent creation a,.d               develop the right procedures for
successful clearing. In the Bible of his cult.Dianetics, The
  n ofthefsredeara,du.               .llndervt Science of Menial Health
(1954k). Hubbards claims for clear were extremels
clear. The Scientolagy               iipliltliStIC.
lands mba&uercijes
inca! disr.'nfinnanon                    A clear can be tested for an~
and all psychoses, neuroses, compulsions and repressions fall
hat Scsentolo~v ,~                     .ilieirations) and on be examined
for avis autogenac (self-generated) diseases referred to as
~                    be         I      psycho-somatic ills. These tests
confirm the cLear to be entirely without such ills or aberrations.
                                       Additional tests of his
intelligence indicate to (sic) it sobe high above the current norm.
Observation
                                       .4 his activity demonstrates thaw
he pursues existence with vigor and satisfaction. (Hubbard.
                                       I 950b:tt))
ctIOtl writer L. Roti           I
~nt known as dear. A                   The sense perceptions of a clear
are said to be more vivid and precise than those of the
life you will be truls          I    pr'ClsaT. a neophyte still working
to go dear. The clear is unrepressed (Hubbard,
e State of Clear with:          j    I 950b:38). "A clear does not have
any mental voices!' He does not think vocally. He thinks
V. Amazing Vitality,                 without articulation of his
thoughts and his thoughts are not in voice terms~ (Hubbard.
'al for Scientologisti               1950b: 101). "Clears do not get
colds" (Hubbard. 1950b: 107). "A clear ... has complete
(ers may ilustilit                   tccallofevervwhing which has es-er
happened tohim or anithing he has ever studied. He
e latest issue       that            does mental computations. such as
those of chess. for example. which a nornial would do in
               ol Clear
-tate by the middle of               half an hour. in ten or fifteen
seconds" (Hubbard. 1950b: 179). "The dianetic clear is to a
     -                               u-strrent normal individual as the
current normal is to the severely insane" (Hubbard.
ic attaitmed a super-           I    1954)b:15).
re good reasons for                    las 1950. Hubbard thought that
clears might be produced in short order. yet the
echniques based urns                 tasosernent now sass the first
member did not go clear until early 1966 (Hubbard,
Second,controlled.                   I 968a: Ill). Apparently, it took
this long for Hubbard to develop the social mechanisms to
iC flit tlosxleul                    cuzablish and defend clear status.
He developed innumerable rules. procedures. and
cligiw iii'. nsi.s en                iliictrinex over these years. but
our theory conceptualizes them in terms of four main
                     IC, It -
mets could. Fotart Ii.               aatterulcpcndent strategies: (I)
pa-ohibition of independent creation and evaluation of
rs do not convey the                 ukars. (2) development of a
hierarchy of statuses below clear. (3) isolation of the preclear at
ernate explanatiotus                 the crucial stage in upward
progress.(4) development of a hierardsyof statuses aboveclear.
  that the claims fur                Running throughout these is the
theme of costs and rewards- For she committed Soen-



  couI(l be seriotasli               oslogist. failing to achieve clear
is extremely costly, while the apparently ever-increasing
                                     ewards to be gained rising through
the ranks cannot be obtained outside the Scientology
*v head imaulced gout'               organization. We will exanuine the
strategies in turn.
!I us their stahieca ive             Pro/a~bznon of lndepewwdent
Creation a,,,! Evalnaiwn
- the ctalt and hi a
  theort-wical r:tt her                Fltabbards first Dianctics
pttblicawions ttrged readers to wry the technique. becoming
i.il des c-lispmne:it .11            .itivliti,rs t therapists) either
hi simpli tollosi ing the instructions in the first book or hi
iletisaasulitrngcc-rtai,a            j..nting in ibe formal Dianewics
mmncnsent. A strotug impression sins convescd that clears
nstr~thle (lualities .~              had already been produced and that
a skilled auditor could duplicate Hubbards successe'.

                              I
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                            13(1   SOCIOUW.ICAL ANALYSIS

        I                   Dr. J. A. Winter. who coIIals~rated with
Hubbard iii setting up the nlovcnacdt. ~                  l('dSt '  -
                            Hubbard claimed 'ch;u ., *clear had been
obtained in as Few a'~ twent'. hours of therap~           lilt
                            But Wi nter himself never saw a single
convincing clear d ic-i ni~ his .is~' ciahitui  ,,~         liLili I &
                            Hubbard. "I have not reached chat stale
cusseif. nor have I been able to produce chat 'inc
                           ant of my pacier.ts. I have seen some
individuals who are supposed to have beeti clear !stc

                           their behavior does not conform to the
definition of the state. Moreover, an iiidivilu.,l
                           supposed to have been 'clear' has undergone a
relapse into conduct which suggest' .ni
                           incipient psychosis" (Winter. 1951:34; cf.
Wallis, 1977:85).                                        (lrv(i*
                             Niart in Gardner (1957) reports that in
1954) Hubbard presented a young woman to a I .i,'         the Is
                           Angeles public meeting, saving she was a
clear with a perfect niernors. "In the demoustr,i.         lcvel'
                           zion which lollowed. however. she failed to



remember a single formula in physics jth4'              the Ii
                           subject in which she was majoring), or the
color of Hubbard's tie when his back was turned.         Relic
                           At this point,a large part of the audience
got up and left"(Gardner, 1957:270). The second          the i~
                           Dianetics book (Hubbard. 1951) continued to
claim that the great benefits of treatment         ,
                           could be measured objectively, and listed a
number of diseases it could cure. These strong -
                           claims may have attracted sufferers seeking
real solutions for specific problems. hut thes          rele;:
                           left the entire Dianetics movement open to
being discredited in public. The safer course'              NI;
                           was to prevent outside evaluation,especially
of dears, insulating individual followers front        Iii ct
                           knowledgeable independent assaults on their
hopes.                                             '    15.1
                             Not only was failure a threat, but so also
was the alleged success of rivals. Sociologist Rot
                           Wallis reports, "A severe challenge to
Hubbard's standing in the movement came sdes                 Alk,
                           independent auditors began to proclaim that
cites had produced 'clears.' Such auditors         ~.
                           were eagerly sought for guidance. training
and auditing, and rapidly moved into positinin           ~n
                           of leadership in the Dianetics community"
(Wallis, 1977:84). Dianetics had been presented
                           as a science, a public process of discovery,
open to all who would experiment with the new
                           techniques. This meant not only that some,
like Winter. would be disappointed at the                his.
           *               empirical results, bus also that more
sanguine auditors could daim to equal or surpass         '    re~
                           Hubbard's achievements, This, presumably, was
one of the main reasons Hubbard recast
                           his science as a religioti, establishing the
authority of a prophet with the incorporation of
                           the Founding Church of Scientologv in 1955
(Hubbard. 1959: Maiko, 1970: Wallis, I 9771.
                             Today, clear status can only be conferred
by high.ranked ministers of the church, and
                           clears are not presented for examination by
outsiders. Clears are discouraged f~                    the
                           demonstrating paranormal abilities even for
lower-ranked insiders. Persons taking the               gre
                           Clearing Course are enjoined from
communicating about it to anyone other than those            '    1113
                           directly in charge of is (Hubbard, I 968a: I
12).Attamnment of new status, however. is marked
                           by triumphant ceremony, especially in the
case of clear. The new clear is given his unique
                           Internauonal Clear Number, engraved on a
silver bracelet, awarded a "beautiful Perma.          ~.
                           zient certificate," and "joyously announced"
in a Scientologv newspaper. The clear now has
           *               higher status than the many preclears below
him, whether or not his individual abilities
                           have increased,
tI*
                             Scientology does not recognize claims to
status of members of rival groups. such asJack             It.



                           Homer's schismatic Dianologv movement which
also attempts to produce clears (Homer,
                           1970). Thus, clear has become a status within
the social system of Scientology, rather than
                           an objective state of being. Therefore, is is
not vulnerable to challenge from outside.
                                                                        
'It
           a               A Hcn'arrhc of Lower Staftsu's
'4

                             The years from 1950 to 1966 mal have been
frustrating for persons who followed                      Ii
                                                                        
'5
                           Hubbard for long in the quest for clear. But
during this period, the movement (leveloped a
                           complex structure of other statuses to
distribute among members. One kind of status was
                           pr~frs.tzonaI, levels of skill and training
in performing the therapy, which by 1954 went .as
                                                                        
r.
                           high as a DoctorofScientologv, or D. Sco.
degree I Hubbard, 1968b: 12). Todas ~chere are at

           e
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IlL'S tt'tLti t* 35 p.1 it IS I It'peIl(It 131 iii I IlL' '.t I IS ljtt
jiiii iii I liti i (if Ut 11%.
   ~ei  ~ ICI r: r~                  ~. n i her ~ 1(1 itt st.uus invent
eii was           hat iii iil,U','. X~ liCti li tif 51).trd hail in ni
ill Instil I he
   * ~   di~,'i~td                 itti i hat his lit st dears were not
s-cry deai, he re(lehtte(I iheir status as Dianenics Release, a
   * h  i''e'r s i:                  ii hi ii n i ni su pet-ti it
in)prostiltelIt , hzii in H I ci cle;ir. Hit bhan I 'I es eloped
literails hun-



                                      Is itt liLt ii ft I exercises a n~
I hera ps r nit i itc~ . each *u pposcd Ii deal 's ii h .t pri thiem ol
   "uimin ;oal *.                   tiC htitit.uii IlIltini
iilCtliiIiCtl 1)5 tl't' C'.CI-i.~riiWiItg idciulo~s it the cult As the
se:Irs passed.
         u,, ~                     h-s .l-~ ii elt-. se pt-i iii
ferfuted. iii titl iii in lie re a ic ii st* h.t'w release tat t ises .
listen I here [mill

   iii 1~~~~ics lthc               I lIe lOwest iGrade 0) u, highest
l(;rfide I Xi: Co:niiiuninations Release. Problenis Release.
   ack was turtiesl.               Relief Release. Freedom Release, and
Ability Release a sixth release grade is awarded in
  ~7O). The second            I    the midst of the clearing process).
Below these levels is the mass of newcomers, active in
   its of reatmetii                various introductory classes, the
main effect of which is to create social bonds linking the
   e. These strong                 Iteoph%tes and incorporating them in
the social structure of preclears who stand in the
   lilenis, hut ~                  telease hiererch~ (Cf. Bainbridge.
1978).
  Vhe safer course                   Many of the lower-level therapeutic
procedures seem well designed to train Lhe preclear
   I I OlloW~-s tri,,n             in compliance to the role demands of
clear. Perhaps the most important attribute acquired
                                   is a confident acceptance of
impossible ideas with a consequent willingness to make
   Sociologist Ros                 %tatements which outsiders would find
incredible. At the very beginning, in the so-called
   vOl c;Ivtte Si I~               Xlice Games of ihe Communication
Course. the preclear is made to recite wild sentences
   - Suds atirlitois               I liltil 4/liT in Ilo',derland. as if
thes wete his own conlidetit statements about realits . Later.
  .AI into posluots                in flianetics and Scientologi
auditing. he will come to 'recall~ traumatic experiences in the
   been presented                  womb as his mother tried to abort him
and relive the adventures of previous incarnations
 ent with the new                  centuries ago (Hubbard, 1950b, 1958).
On the one hand, the preclear is trained to express

  itLfHJltutfltiiili 1~1           '~tnitili lie is huht:tbf,rdenl.
  ppointed at the                  his emotions through the radical
ideology of the cult,and on the other, numerous exercises
  'qual or surpass            2.   t-eward him for inhibiting
spontaneous expressions of feeling. In one of the most basic.
  liulsls.i i-il r~'t.1.t          I R-O. he mntst -tit immobile and
unrespondin~ for up to two hours, regardless with what
   W.dlis. 1977)                     At icr as much as a sear or tni)re
otsvink .at die lnsset- lesels. a pi-eclear is prtih.ihls heasils
  the church, and             "    tottitititted. has-ittg invested
tune. money, and emotion itt the clearing process. To abatidoit
   ittlrfiretI trottt              the quest an Grade IV Release, when
Clear is supposedly within reach, would be to lose a
  "iRis raking die                 great ilivesimelit that could he
preserved at little apparent extra cost. While they originally
  tiler thati those                lilas- base heeti itivenned to
niolity impatient preclears while thes awaited Hubbards
 *ever, is niarkutl                discovery of real clears, the release
grades tiow serve to commit Scientologists to extreme
 ~isen his ontiqtze                e'(etliOns to achieve clear and give



them psychological nometinum in its direction.
 ca naii fjtl l'erin.t-
 ~tc' cle.ir 11055 has             I'(,lOIftiig iif i'he Pr,rkar
 Iii ilItLil abilities               Ihe pt-c-clear will have receis-ed
his release grade' astil other prelitnittars reatnient atid
                            -      training at his local Church of
Scietttolog~, or at the Mission branch of a Church. But when
 tps. such as jack                 ii comes time to go clear. he must
travel to one of the Advanced Organizations. There are
  fleats Hornet-.                  ~,itl', three .'sdvanced 'Orgs'-in
the Inited States (Los Angeles), Britain (East Grinstead.
   * rat her than                  Sussex), anti t)enniark (Copenhagen).
Piede;nrs tnust pilgrimage to them from as lar away
 'tittt ouit.siile                 .s Churches in Australia antI South
Africa. Each of the Advanced Orgs Lsorgatlilatioflallv
                                   iitd 1ihssicallv sepitrate L'5CIi
trout its titeal Scientiilonrs church. Ac the Org. the preclear is
                                   etttuisenl trout the soci,il supports
for his old status in the cttlt. isolated from the audience
 - n l~ hsI I1 ~ f                 I, ir which lie ,s ill 1.-It er pbs
the clear role. fz t~n I sid ijet. ted to at t tin familiar sit uat ion
fra tight
   'in elope Ia                    xi tilt pss ciii it' i~iefIl challn-
t~es.
 * Ci -1.31 t~* ns.fs                * o lii. ~Lli nt. hc pit-n in-ar
h.ts fiIS5ftS s been fI tci:i t is clv i~- issive recipient i il
auditot-<
   I ~l5I sn etti .a *             I ettt;tcnts. but tt~ iii lie must u
fliil)ILi ~' ft ~i ii,, AitrIitiir~ Course and tftkc tespmnt'iI;ilits
tor
 sIts. tin-:e .ire fit             I aisittg himself up to clear.
Several of the earliet processes itsntlved the use it a simple lie

                            I
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                                   *iiiiR~iIit~'~ ~Is E-\lc't' '.sit);
the ,ihcr. All ili'sis. he isill pts's~s' h~:R~sCIt ~)ihii.
                                                                        
N.

                                     I lieli ieii~.iiii' Its
1,~,ssibsIii's tltti   lie pcrss'ii will seek IteIp. eiihci hctii~e '~
aRe! l)C!I!~
                                   l.ii's~l~il 5ICd5. Help is
~;tRsil,shle. 1)513 it e\trd sissi. Litlskcoihet 5Cli'~5Oti'. ~t
tCilt~ihi~'s s It.it~i'
                                   precise ansounts for its services. In
naid-1979. the Los Angeles (.)rg was charging $3.ti92.$7
.5-
                                   For the Solo Audit Course. S 1.77784
for the Grade VI Release that followed it. and
.3!
                                   S2.X 44.54 for the Cleasisie Course.
Solo Assists, if done separatel' from the Solo Auulit
                                    A ~ s r'se . ~~ ~t S¶ s~ :~ . 2! fi
it  isi md ~ Is a Is 'ss ho son ght I hi'. help. Au tong t he no ist U's
pet ssi'.e        -
                                   '~ ieital dii is. Ness Lia I )i;i tel
it of It (Ci It ii ( lea r~.wa's sold at abs iii! ~2jt dii In )tt r. lii
As I ild ii'
                                   hours an indi~idual steeds slepends
on how long tt takes him Ia, decide he will phi'. the role
                                   ustigited hint dod 'stop ~s'skiu;g
lhr help. 1hr Org offers package deal5.and in mid- I 979. 5"
r
                                   hours OC Ness Era Di~asiets..s
stait.ihk- for clears was a~.tilable law a straight ptict' ~il
                                   S12.6D3.IiI. Over the years. Hubbard
devised man'             case rentedies~ and other special
                                   prie'Ise's. [he .il;er,t;ssises lo
acseps~is1ee of the clear role can he expensive.
                                    Of ~ ~ ~ wI jets tIlt' I tess ule;tr
set itt-n's hi mie. he is Ii Lii'. to * lefet i~ I hi's ' a I u.i He st
.ti sts it
                                   the grouph~ istakittg    public show
tl'emc d,ar. He ma'. give inflated testimonials. ss heibri
                                   tormal statements of how wonderful he
fetls or more subtle hints ahout h s ncw-louitsl
                                   confidence and ability. Given the
social isolation of the clearing process. she new clear
                                   probably operates in a condition that
social scientists call pluralislac ignorance: each person
                                   thinks that his experience is unique.
but in fact isis identical to that of mani others. Its this
                                   sise. the s lear isia'. feel chat his
slate is nol as good as those aif his fellows. hiss he reluctant In
                                   itlts in it. He ti sa'. I StOat CI'.
Isi itis let ha's. lie (dii heci ii i5C .55 *tICCC"s ttsl .t tIcit is
Isis lellsiss 5.
                                   is sisks I 1w their is t11;ai Cal
tess sittost i.sIs .satd ig isa sra alt ol a 1w taet s liii each silt
hem h.ss private
                                   resenanons simiLsr Co his.
                                    (Ii,, field ra'st'ardi in sigher
cults sucge".' that fi/tsretli.ihC ,(noratt(r ts a wid~spr~ai1



,n,'uhai,,ssn 'W
                                   :s'Iurli /;~~ih ,.. utmatu,s,ted. nr
(ii least ut.ssjlntsrl Irota i't'ert e.'.prf%5101L5 u~ doubt.
Forexatople. oste of
                                   us (fldiitlifl(lgC. 197h) 'spctst a
costsislcrahle perixl in she earl'. lY6Its with the Fl~ tug Saucer
                                   cults which flistirished at that
sinte. observisig contactee< - persons who claimed to have
                                   had direct persossal contact with
creatures from outer space and even to have taken
                                   iatterl)lattetars trip's with thens.
A great number of separate clues strongly encostraged the
                                   ciittclissiott that tisaist
citittactees were sware that they were niakatsg it all sap ~sitne silt
hem.
                                   istlosig the ntost suteesslul, ssere
slog hotheresf by this Ltiossleslge. because the'. SsC'C Ciin
                                   artists of long standing who were
mccclv exploiting the latest sting. Bus the m.sjoritv ol
                                   coittactees appeared to believe the
claims of the o*Iiei' contactees and to think the's were the onh
                                   one.' who were shamnsing. ~Ioreovei.
we have found clear evidence that some quite
                                   successful contemporary cult leaders
are consciouts frauds. aware that the'. h,sve no psrchic
                                   or tssvstical powet's. bitt still
think sisine uuiher people ;tre genuine psychics ansi m's ~tic'. *rhus
                                   the odd spectacle of cult leader's
ssho base shorsiughl'. convisued a graiup oF idhetetit's rh.st
                                   the'. alone possess access to the
divine tn'.'.teries. set '.shsi etititintie ti) seek their o'.sn
                                   religion's .att's'sers b's
sl;ahblittg incluztiitii in sithes cislt ~oy~tnentt. unbekt~owtt'.t tus
heir

                                    lt~i hese C's Ri 1t5 1)15.". pl
stralis tic i gttorattce 'ssits sssstai tied '.s ii ha nit bet te Est of
at os gi t ti7a ii' in
                                   iestg t ted itt p0 iniot e a siul
pre'se r'se 'sutch n sisperceptiasits . In SsIe~t t' 'Ii ig's . ;ttt Ii
.i i iC'i ~iR
                                   higltl's des elopes1 situ perfected.
Ittslisidss.sls confer the title sit cleir stpsui theittsdses. It
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            .1                             ht~ pri~.itclv ~i~iitk the'
neilt            kir a' ihc~ Ipotari op e. i/o~ ate H Liitlt Bog o.
.it~iIit
                 ''~ '        ~'~' -       Ion 'hprttppppun.~s ~',ill
u,giI~        o.t theni :hcir uP'e:(l 'itin' in the .iwii ~i~l .i 21e.tt
V.: *
  liii; ibi .li.il tlt.it gi~c .p:;        ::Pt,t~ liii the
.~lulittptiijl tht.ip~ HCCd(tl to ht(OttPV ilito C             (kHIL:tt



Indeed. 'me 'ill
  * ~ i~ecVir IlSLiNt kit ii               iscILIllv think 01
Scientolo.~' .t~ an Clal)4)r IC .111(1 tOo~t elI C(t 0 C ''eli.t~ ol
Otilt [lit .itit"
 ~ttt Ii ni one hand. ItlijIC              pim~raIn in whkh poleni
renstortenteoi ~chediiles are emploted to tause mdis iduils n
 ~'eii LIP the lasi le~ '~P'               carla how to act like dears
and to keep their douhr~ and problems ~o thenmeltes.
 I ii    I ~r iCh ie~ iii g cle.a r        '.piCni ol' g~ ma' ir may not
help a ni ,ne ~olse pss ehi lgw;i I probleti is - i~iat ii tisoti ceo ii
ii I'
  ii   I '~  I~ ~I I it liii ti            iii.: ks's I ext rebel' eN
pet t'lse I or people t~p ad tt ii              het r t h era p' has
heeti less t han

         H I '1)11 hi' j'ItP(C'.K          tesi~iiittliiig su~xess. it
is a ihetaps in whw-h l).ttie:tt* nipidls ate taut~ht to keep siletH
about
 * ~ I t.   ~i' ir at ti bin                tIll I 1155.1 HA l.i~I
15)115 .1 ~il I P [)CICVIX C A.It iS lit I ROIl ii h1' '1k HCC Of H tier
ment bets.

      '~. 'PtICillOlO~A chatgc.             It is vital for the
mosemeilt that c!e.irs not conlntunieate clis~ati~taction to preclears.
( )ne
 g WJsthargingS3.1392.x7                   aid to this is that the clear
is finished with the basic 1trocessing ollered b~ his local churth.
 ise that followed it, ansI                and will only come around the
place for group meetings at which he is one of a parade ot
 eli lioni the Solo Atiedi                 ~ichrities. socialls rewarded
for playing well the clear role. If he is a member of the church
 ttti)Itt~ 11w most expeit~i~t             ~taIf. he will have regular
contact with preclears. hut thorough training and constant
 ~2ai liii hour. How tunis                 e,tfirceniei~t will guide
haiti tpp play a con' incing clear. 01 CourSe. expression' 01
ecisle he will p1~mv the rislc             cljss~atislactioii may begin
to leak to Scientolog~ Iriends and relatives. Hubbard developed
 :115. and in mid- 1979.51)                Ijital strategy to sustain
the clears optimism: ntiiliniizing the significant-c of the clear state
 loi a straight price of                   .~iatl creating several
levels of status above dear.
 ~dies" and other special
 e expensive.                              .1 Hierarchy of Higher
Statuses
  itl his 'aluable Status HI                Although the trst Dianetics
book remains required reading for all Scietnologisis. it'
 cd lestinionsals. whether                 descriptions of clear are no
longer definitive. TheScieiitoIog~ Abridged D,chonarc defines the
nis about h s new-found                    word as follows:
ig process, the new clear                           (noun) A thetan who
can be at cause knowingly and at will o~'er mental matter, energy.
                                              CLEAR:
                                                                        
Is
:ic ignorance: each person
at of many others. In this            *      space and time as regards
the First Dynamic (Survival for self). The state of Clear is above the
c'llows, but be reluctant to                 Release Grades (all of
which are requisite to Clearing) and is attained by completion of the
Clearing                *
                                                                        



.1,
~lttl a dear Is his lello~ss.                Course at an Advanced
Organization
each til theng has pt-is-ne                  [he secutid sentence is
quite intelligible .i~il suinniarizes information we have alread'
                                           given about how the status of
dear fits into the Scientology hierarchy. The first sentence is
 rz'idspread mi'chnniopi by                utterli unintelligible to
persons untrained in cult doctrine, and therefore does not
 ubt. For example, one ol                  represent a claim that is
disconfirmable by outsiders. The word                            thetan"
might be
 is Wit hi lie FIs itig Saucer             translated as "soul of a
human being" and to be "at cause over mental matter.energy. space
 'ni who claimed to have              *    and time' nicans "good mental
and emotional health." Cult advertisements and informal
 osl even to have taken                    cl)mmetsts vary, but in
general it is no longer boldly asserted that clears are geniuses. or
that                      2
'ttittigls eiicotti.aged the               thes never get colds. Clear
status has been mystified and subdi deflated. Even the most
      .iIl 11P ~"Atiile of thent.          tlisirinallv learned
Sciensologists ma' be unsure exactly what palpable qualities a clear is
  hi-cause thes 's-crc eon                 supposed to manifest, other
thaia confidence and losalti to the cult. Therefore, the ness
ting. But the majority of                  clear niay not feel justified
in criticizing the quality of the clear experience, but he still ma'
                                                                        
.5
dto think the's t,*re the aid's            want more than he has
received. The original promise of dear, and much more, is offered
-idense     hat same qitite           I    1w a still-growing series of
levels above clear, the Operating Thesan or "OT" statuses. The
ha; :he~ have no ps't-llic                 i'irst dynamic" overcome by
clears is only one of eight d~mmamics. each representing a
  hits atail mystics. thus                 'phereofhuman motivaiition-
the First isthedrise for personal survival,whilethesecond
 .~ttiIil)t)f.l(ilteretts tlt.it           is the urge toward sexual
reproduction. Mastery of dsnandcs beyond the first, and
 ntie to seek their o~sn                   ultintatel' full control over
the physical as well as mental univer'e. are among the goals for
  ttnheki'ownsi to their              -    C) I ~.
                                              ., O[ nrocessin~. the
Scientologist mttsl rerttrn to the Advamed OrR. and a conimon
 'clii ':1 .11) '.iL':tni~at,.oI            'Ittelti is periods 01
normal life atvi mi ,nc's -raising at home. ptincttiated bs- trips to
gain
t:ologs . such ,a design is                .ini' or tssO more levels.
The latest price list frotn the Los Angeles Org oilers a pack~nzc
ear upon themselves. if                    tot h.Isic pnxessing fro~s Of
I through OF Viii, costitig S iu.titiT.0O. not u-ountillg specl.li

                                     I
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              ~itiuI sc.i.tott.tl 'eieiw.iti,uii~. ..icfe.ir is It. hid
iii., he~ *'nte .t Jit.itesstoii.,l jiiclitot- ~s~,iilif hi.~,
              little cause It) uiole to his thiirt-h. Outside
~tietitol#,~i .1 Ie.it 't.itit~ h~s no ow.iiiin,C so
              sta los caii on I~ he t iLti 111.0 neil. let ab inc ilk
te;tse I. in tort bet- cx pendo tire Ii ir tort lw~-
              ihcr;tps.
                l't- gt-ess op the S it*ti ii iii igv SLit Its ~. ii nod
ret na ins slots and it iii just 01~~ a ilti ius.i nit
              persons had *tchie'ed () I VII at the 1.ns Angek Org h~
mid-1979. A high proportion it
              ii- ese are probabls iii if es~iuit.il J titltt irs ti ito
to ittetl In all aspects of their is es to I he colt
              Iheref ore. the salue of the top () I les-el', has not
been discinitirmed withiti the cult. .odt
              they ma, be iOlIOwe(f by vet other levels in future years.
Essential to preservation of their
              value arc two conditions: (I) maintaining secrecy and
isolation of these statuses, and t~!)
              keeping the numbers of people at the lop of the
Scientologs pyramid relatively sniall. If
              es'ervone were at the top. attil everyone couhf see that
even 01% were not superhittilait. the
              entire structure might be threatened. But for the time
heitig. the 01 levels serve to fvtrii.f
              clear and other lower statuses bs ofTeritig continued hope
that oltintatels- all the proittiseil

                                                                        
i-I.
              benefits would be provided.

                We have outlined a comprehensive explattation of how
Scientolo~v mas- sustain f.titlt itt
              tknr despite an absence of demoost r;tble success in
achievitig Hubbard's original cfaim~ h
              this super-tiormal condition. Not a state of being, but a
status in a hierarchical social
              strstcture.dear demands that its incuinbetits play the
role of superior person and surrouttds
              them with strategic otechanisms that prevent departure
front prescribed behavior. Maui
              people come to Scientologv with specific complaints about
chronic unhappiness or inability
              to perform at the level they demand of thetnsels'es. We
suspect that Scientologi cures the
              complaints by ending the person's freedom to complain, not
by solving the underls-itug
              problems.
                Of course, for Sortie licople sutferitig loss- seli-
esteem or anomie, the status of clear mas
              (oiistitutc a cure for the problent. es-cit though it ts



only a status and does not transform the
              person's basic nature. Our theory is meant to explain the
successful creation and mainte-
              tiance of clear status. iv ithout asstiniing that ans-utte
necessarily benefits front Scietitologs.
              However, perhaps some people do benefit ,and it may be
that some clears actualls- are clear.
                Otte recent ~ncce of evidence suggests ii) its that our
theory is correct-vet another
              re(felinition of clear made bs Hubbard itt 197$.
Sciettolog~- is always changing. and the
              flutdity of its claims and practices shows how precarious
is its ilefinition of realits. As the
              (-tilt becomes hi get. better t'st ,ibli shed, .3 iii I
ni, n-c fatiti hat' to out so k'rs. its effi rt t if ill'. t tin'
              ttctiibers thes base .iclttesct It he itti pi .ssihlc gets
pi-ogressis-els 014 ire difficult - Event tialls .ii
              ntas Itase to (oniproittise atttl diminish further tile
sigttihcance of clear. Calling I 97'
              THE YEAR OF LIGHTNING FAST NEW TECH" (ITCH = auditing
technologvi,
              Hubbard has announced. "We are making Clears these days in
many cases so fast that
              Clearing Cotirse bracelet numbers are jumping tip by the
thousands per month. We are
              also finding that some old f)ianetic pcs lpreclearsl had
gone Clear and the auditors ilidnt
              even notice" C Hubbaid. 1979:1-i). Apparently, now there
are two routes to clear. the nesser
              (lesigtietl to facilitate advancing those Scientologists
who previousls- could not meet the role

              dear-
                quiretnents of clear antI the higher release grades. It
seems that Che significance of
                   aittl of ans single plateau - is being dissols-ed in
a long 'taircase of stattises leadimt.~
 *            upward Into the 'tratospheic of aT. II the itilportatice
of clear recentls has diminished
              s.intew hat. our theots is not tyi.ide less relevant, but
rather itow extetitfs more broadls ii,
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    (.1111* ~ beg~tn When rlii              \',ui~ how all ~t die lnghei
't.a nw~ .are uit.tuuiainel. ~Iut out ml' '1-01.11 lUll about die

         I. ~ to, lCc(ttrc.               ~f 1c1111?lI~gl piactit.es is
I.I~I11~ ~1Jt C.



      I fl1.l~ revnjUl alt .h Ii.~          IllelIt 'tate at (hear 1%
iritotipI~r~. dIlCItItit 01.1' ik' IIIJI ~itili .1 (111100 rt.dlj
'~ttIIent at
      .110
    iOii.il ;iuditor svoiild ~ ~.           llhd, any iissory tea.t
'b'~',evi to/il a mglt, spend phf?wmenon. '?Jfliflki,aP~e "/ near l~lZe'
,'~

      '     10 tfleaning. so the          ~' a nialo , II real/v
explnin.s innethitig 01 more general ,nWre¶t: how people ran sa ~IOIPI
IJ:e,r/a.'lh mm
    expenditure tot fuz*r1i~:*            *~,.frc despite dav-to-dam
expenenre u/its failure. The Scientologi processes to create clear are
                                            nleed exarnpks of modern
magic: mental and s~mbolic exercises undertaken to ac-
    'nIt j0~t over a thousand               oniphish the impossible. The
tYur strategies of Scientology show that faith in magic can be
    9. A high proportion 1)1              'LIS.tiIjIlCd
    of their lives to the cult              I. By separating performance
at ihe magic from the world of ordinary experience.
    med withj~ the cult, and
   Ito preservation of their         .      2. Bycommitung paruapants to
magical success through requanng great investment and member-
                                     1        ship in a cohesive,
influential social group.
   )f these Statuses, and (2)               ~. Bvmaneuveringeach
participant into acceptingpersonal responsibility forsuccessofthe magic.
   ramid relatively ~ II                    -I. By providing
supplementary hopes for ultimate future success to compensate
participants for
   ere not superhuman, the                    am private dissatisfaction
they may continue to feel.
   C)T levels serve to defriid
   imagelv all the promised                 Together these factors
protect Scientology's claims and insulate its magic against
                                          disconfirmation. However, the
system is not wholly effective. nor is it in principle beyond
                                          empirical disconlirmation.
That it is not wholly effective can be seen in the constant
                                     *    tinkering with the system that
seems designed to add stronger inducements to members to
   !ogt main, sustait, faith *ii          ointintte their quest for
supernormal powers. Even so. the system remains subject to
   hard's on  ml claims for               l)(llellnal disconFirmation
because it primarily is dealing in magic, not religion. The
             ga                           dilierence is critical.
 * in a hierarchical ~iil                   Magic offers to provide
quite specific results which are subject to empirical verification.
 or person and sUrrou,ids                 While Scientology has fairly
effectively prevented neutral tests of the results it claims, it
 escribed behavior. Many             1
                or inahihity              does promise to provide
members with tangible benefits which they at least are positioned to
   unhappiness                            assess. Indeed, so long as the
original claims about dear status were maintained, no clears
 OAf Scientologs cures the                uiuld be created (and were
not). For the facts is that even within the persuasive structure of
 * ~olving the uIlderliiiit~         .    'he cult, it was not possible
to convince people that they had supernormal powers of such

 e. the status of clear may         *     hiotency and specificity, when



they did not. Only by deferring these results to the new OT
 d does not transform the                 levels was it possible to
create clears. But this is only postponement. Thousands of
 htil creation                            Stietitologists still hope to
gain the magical powers promised to them.
              and mainly-                   lii contrast, religion
offers its results in an inherently unverifiable context. Christianity,
 riefits from Scientologr.
does Hinduism romise that a better life will come to
 * clears actually are clear.             another, non-empirical realm.
Nor               p
 35 cOtrect~yef another              *    Inn example, does not promise
eternal life in this world, but only after physical death and in
 Iwass changing, and the                  the holy during their present
incarnation-but only that they wili be reborn in a more
 inhIbit of reality. As tt~         *     exalted status. Such promises
are beyond all possible empirical evaluation. Christianity is
~ers. ~t5 yttt                              hautited with people who
have gone on to Heaven, but whostill come around toSunda'
               tocotivitt(e               'ervices and who might suggest
that Heaven is highly overrated. But this is precisel~
   difficult. Eventually, it              Scieistologvs current
situation. However, since the doctrine of reincarnation is present in
 of clear. Calling 1978"            ~     scientology, we would not be
at all surprised if the cult eventually shifted away from its
= auditing technology),             I
 mans cases so fast                       present reliance on magic and
adopted more religious solution to member needs. The
inds per month we that                    superhuman capacities once
associated with clear status, and now ascended to the new
                    are             *     lewis of OT. may eventually
move out of the empirical realm altogether. That is, people
 and the auditors didtVt                  may ito longer expect to
develop genius-level l.Q., perfect health. and a magnetic
)titCS to clear, the rie'.~cI
thet
* could not nicet the rotc                persotialitv in this incarnat
ion. But - may be promised such achievements in their next
 hat the                                  l~k, if they scrupulously
follow Scientologvs procedures. When these changes happen tif
         Significance ~                   uhte dop. Scientologi will
have escaped the pitfalls that beset all orgallizafiflns based
      ')fttJtU5~i lc.tditig               ~ritit~trilv on triagic
Dttrkhci,n. 1915). And to be perfectly clear will be a posthumous
~eLeni   has diminishe,l                  .!1~lI LI.
\tends fibre broadly to

                                    I
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1   NURIX & KYLE, P.A.
    2937 S.W. 27th Avenue
2   Suite 203
    Miami, Florida  33133
j   (305) 441-2400

4
  I                UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
54                NORTHERN DISTRXCT OF CALIFORNIA

6   UNITED STATES OF AMERICA             CASE NO: CR-88-0616-DLJ
7         Plaintiff,

8   V*

~   STEVEN FISHMAN,

          Defendant.

11  _______________________________________________________

12             DECLARATION OF RICHARD J. 07511K  PH.D

          I, RICHARD 3. OFSHE, PH.D., declare as follows:

14        1.  I have been engaged by attorney Marc. S. Nurik to
    serve as an expert witness in connection with the defense of

16  Steven Fishman in the above referenced case.
          2.  On  or    about  April    23, 1989   I  submitted a

~ preliminary report of my findings in this case.      This report
   'I

    was prepared at the    request  of Mr.  Nurik based upon the

20  Court's  order  to    provide  a  report  to   the  Government

21 1 Attorney, Robert Dondero.   I submitted this report with the

22 ~f understanding that  it was a summary of my   findings and I

23 I would be continuing   to  examine  Mr. Fishman   and evaluate
   I further  information    in  connection   with    my  proposed
24
   I testimony.
25

26~       ~*  I have reviewed a copy of the Government's Notion

271                               1
   *1
28 fl

                 -
                     OFSHE DECLARATION
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  l   to Exclude Testimony of Richard Ofahe and Margaret Singer as

  2   well as the attached Declaration of Robert L. Dondero.

  3 1     ~*   I  hereby  adopt and  incorporate by  reference my

      attached Declaration in the case of Pamela Miller V.   Life

  ~   Soring~. Inc... etc., case number 867859 Superior Court, State

  6   of California, San Francisco which is entitled "Declaration

      of Richard  J.  Ofshe,  Ph.D.  in   Support of  Plaintiff's
  8   Opposition to Defendant's Motion ira Liming Regarding Expert
  ~f Testimony Re: Thought Reform Testimony." Said Declaration is

      28 pages in length and includes 26 pages of attachments.
11        ~*   I  refute  Mr.  Dondero's  representation  in his

12    Motion that I am unqualified to testify as to the matters

131 contained in my report and that I specifically "lacked the

      training in establishing whether or not this Defendant was a
      successful subject of an alleged brainwashing attempt". In

16    that regard I rely upon the information contained within the
      attached  Declaration   and  specifically    refer  to  my

is    qualifications as a consultant to various agencies of the

19    United States Government including the Justice   Department

20    and the  fact that  X  have  been  qualified as  an expert

21    witness on thought  reform in  at  least eight other court

22 j~ proceedings before courts of competent jurisdiction.

23:!      6.   I was retained by the United States Department of

24'   Justice in 1982 for the purpose of providing the Government

25    with assistance in analyzing issues of influence,   thought

26    reform,  and  social   control   in  connection  with  the

27 II
  II                              2
28
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  I Government's criminal investigation and later prosecution of



  2 executives   and  employees of  the  so-called  'Church~   of

  3 Synanon.

  4       7.   I also disagree with Mr. Dondero's contention that

  5 th. subject of thought reform and specifically the theory
  6 held   by  myself and Dr.  Margaret  Singer are   outside  of

  Al generally accepted theories of the scientific community. In

  8 that regard I rely upon the statements in my Declaration in
  9) the Miller V.  Life Si~rina case.  Furthermore,  Mr. Dondero

    mi estates the current acceptable scientific theories when he

11  says   that thought reform requires  physical   restraint  or

12  mistreatment.   As set forth in my attached Declaration Mr.
~   Dondero's position miastates the authoritative literature on

14  the subject.
          8.   I attach hereto copies of two letters,   one from

~   Professor Edgar H. Schein dated July 25,  1989 and a letter

17  from   Robert J.  Lifton, M.D.  which clarify   some  of  the

18 I misconceptions about their writings and specifically dispute

19  Mr.  Dondero' s contentions in his Motion that    for thought

20  reform  to  exist it  must be   accompanied by  confinement,

211 restraint or physical brutality.

22        9.   I  also  specifically    refute  Mr.    Dondero's

23 J contention in his Motion that my testimony will not relate
    to   the Defendant's particular  experience as  a   purported
24 I
25  member of the Church.   It is my intention to testify based

26  upon   numerous hours of  interviews  with Steven    Fishman,

27
                                  3
28
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  1 family members, review of pertinent documents and materials

  2 and conversations with other parties as to the particular

  3 techniques brought to bear by the Church of Sciento3oqy on



  : ~ St even Fishman and the  sequence of events through which

    Steven Fishman was   led which resulted in his acting as a

  6 participant in the criminal activities in question.
   II
  7      I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of

  8 the  State   of California that  the foregoing is true  and

  9 J correct.

io~ Executed   this  12th day  of septemj~er, 1989 at Berkeley,

hf California.
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